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DNA ORIGAMI AND UNKNOTTED A-TRAILS IN TORUS
GRAPHS
ADA MORSE, WILLIAM ADKISSON, JESSICA GREENE, DAVID PERRY, BRENNA
SMITH, JO ELLIS-MONAGHAN, AND GRETA PANGBORN
Abstract. Motivated by the problem of determining unknotted routes for
the scaffolding strand in DNA origami self-assembly, we examine existence and
knottedness of A-trails in graphs embedded on the torus. We show that any A-
trail in a checkerboard-colorable torus graph is unknotted and characterize the
existence of A-trails in checkerboard-colorable torus graphs in terms of pairs
of quasi-trees in associated embeddings. Surface meshes are frequent targets
for DNA nanostructure self-assembly, and so we study both triangular and
rectangular torus grids. We show that, aside from one exceptional family, a
triangular torus grid contains an A-trail if and only if it has an odd number of
vertices, and that such an A-trail is necessarily unknotted. On the other hand,
while every rectangular torus grid contains an unknotted A-trail, we also show
that any torus knot can be realized as an A-trail in some rectangular grid.
Lastly, we use a gluing operation to construct infinite families of triangular
and rectangular grids containing unknotted A-trails on surfaces of arbitrary
genus. We also give infinite families of triangular grids containing no unknotted
A-trail on surfaces of arbitrary nonzero genus.
1. Introduction
We study a new application of knot theory arising from the context of DNA
nanostructure self-assembly. There has been increasing interest recently in the DNA
origami method [Rot05, Rot06] for self-assembly of structures that can be modeled
by embedded graphs, i.e. polyhedral skeletons and spherical triangulations [CS91]
[ADN+09] [GCXS09] [TVN+11] [IKJ+14] [BMG+15]. The origami method uses
a single circular (unknotted) strand of DNA called the scaffolding strand. This
strand is paired with a collection of short staple strands. Each staple strand has
bases chosen complementary to certain intervals along the scaffolding strand. By
bonding to these intervals, the staple strands fold the scaffolding strand into the
target structure.
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(a) The target structure on a sphere. (b) Modeling the target as a (plane) graph.
(c) An A-trail in the model. (d) Placing the staple strands.
Figure 1. The origami design process using A-trails.
Given a particular target structure, designs using the origami method require the
identification of a route through the structure for the scaffolding strand to follow.
Since the scaffolding strand is an unknot, these routes must be unknotted. Herein
lies the connection between knot theory and DNA self-assembly.
Because of the way DNA strands stack, it is preferable that neither scaffolding
nor staple-strands interweave, that is, cross over one another. Thus, when the
target structure is modeled as a graph embedded on a surface in 3-space, optimal
routes correspond to A-trails – Eulerian circuits that turn either left or right at each
vertex (see e.g. [BMG+15]). See Figure 1 for an example of this design proces, and
note that given an A-trail, there is a natural placement of staple strands avoiding
interweaving. If the surface is a sphere, as in [BMG+15], all A-trails in the target
structure are necessarily unknotted, and so may be used as routes for the unknotted
scaffolding strand. On higher-genus surfaces such as the torus, this is no longer the
case [EMPS+16].
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The existence of A-trails has been studied almost exclusively in the case of plane
graphs, in particular plane 4-regular graphs. Determining if a particular plane
graph has an A-trail is NP-hard in general, however, in [Kot02] Kotzig showed that
every 4-regular plane graph has an A-trail, and sufficient conditions were discovered
for the existence of A-trails in 2-connected plane graphs in [AFR98]. In addition
to the plane, Andersen et al have characterized existence of orthogonal pairs of A-
trails in checkerboard-colorable 4-regular graphs on the torus and projective plane
[ABJ96]. The connection between knotted A-trails and DNA origami self-assembly
design was originally discussed, and the existence of knotted A-trails demonstrated,
in [EMPS+16].
In this paper, we study the existence and knottedness of A-trails in graphs
embedded on the torus. We begin by studying checkerboard-colorable embeddings,
i.e. embeddings whose faces can be properly 2-colored, as these colorings have often
been exploited in the past to study A-trails both on the plane (where every Eulerian
embedding is checkerboard-colorable) [AFR98] and on the torus (where not every
Eulerian embedding is checkerboard-colorable) [ABJ96]. We show that any A-trail
in a checkerboard-colorable toroidal graph is unknotted. However, we also exhibit
an infinite family of checkerboard-colorable toroidal graphs containing no A-trails.
In the process of proving this result, we construct a bijection between A-trails in a
checkerboard-colorable toroidal graph and certain pairs of quasi-trees in associated
embeddings. We note that Andersen and Bouchet have proven a similar result for
orthogonal pairs of A-trails in the 4-regular case [ABJ96].
Surface meshes are of particular interest for the application in nanostructure self-
assembly [BMG+15]. On the torus, these are the 6-regular triangular grids and the
4-regular rectangular grids. We begin by analyzing triangular torus grids. Using
Altshuler’s construction of all regular torus triangulations [Alt73], we show that
triangular torus grids are checkerboard-colorable. Hence, using results from the
first section, we prove that a triangular torus grid with a non-Hamiltonian straight-
ahead walk contains an A-trail if and only if it has an odd number of vertices,
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and in that case every A-trail is unknotted. This result yields an infinite family
of triangular torus grids with unknotted A-trails as well as an infinite family of
triangular torus grids with no A-trails (in particular, without unknotted A-trails).
We also analyze rectangular torus grids. Unlike the triangular grids, these may
contain knotted A-trails. Indeed, we provide an example of a rectangular torus
grid containing precisely two A-trails, each of which is knotted. Restricting to a
naturally-defined family of rectangular torus grids, we show that each grid contains
unknotted A-trails as well as, in many cases, knotted A-trails and non-trivially
linked circuit decompositions. As a consequence, we show that every torus knot
(indeed, link) can be constructed from an A-trail (smooth circuit decomposition)
of some rectangular grid.
While our main results are specific to the torus, we close by considering com-
posites of triangular and rectangular torus grids on higher-genus surfaces. To do
so, we define and study a connected sum for circuit decompositions, which allows
certain results on the torus to be lifted to the n-torus. In particular, we construct
infinite families of composite triangular and rectangular grids containing unknotted
A-trails on any n-torus. We close by briefly discussing the types of knots obtainable
from composites of rectangular grids.
While this paper was motivated by practical application, we believe the study
of links formed from circuit decompositions of embedded graphs is of independent
mathematical interest as it provides a new perspective on knotted and linked struc-
tures in (Eulerian) embedded graphs.
2. Definitions
2.1. Graph theory. We first recall some standard terminology and definitions
from graph theory. A graph G consists of a set V (G) of vertices together with a
set E(G) of edges connecting vertices. We allow multiple edges between the same
two vertices, as well as edges from a vertex to itself (loops.) Graphs with neither
multiple edges nor loops are called simple. Two vertices are adjacent if there is
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an edge between them, in which case they are that edge’s endpoints. We think of
each edge having two half-edges, one each incident to its endpoints. The number of
half-edges incident to a vertex is called the degree of v and is denoted degG(v) (note
that both half-edges of a loop are counted). The graph is k-regular if the degree
of each vertex is k. A walk in G is a sequence v1e1v2e2 · · · vkekvk+1 of vertices vi
and edges ei such that for each i the vertices vi and vi+1 are the endpoints of the
edge ei. If vk+1 = v1, the walk is closed. A graph is connected if for each pair v
and w of vertices there is a walk beginning at v and ending at w, and a connected
component of a graph is a maximal connected subgraph. A circuit is a closed walk
repeating no edges, and a cycle is a closed walk repeating no vertices (and hence
also repeating no edges.) The length of a cycle is the number of edges it contains.
The n-cycle Cn is the graph consisting only of a cycle on n vertices. An Eulerian
circuit is a circuit containing every edge of G, and a graph with an Eulerian circuit
is Eulerian. Recall the standard result that a graph is Eulerian if and only if it
contains at most one nontrivial connected component and every vertex has even
degree. A circuit decomposition of an Eulerian graph is a collection of edge-disjoint
circuits C such that every edge is contained in an element of C.
Since the targets of DNA nanostructure self-assembly are typically geometric
structures in R3, we will be concerned with graphs embedded in R3. In particular,
following the constructions of triangulations of a sphere using DNA in [BMG+15],
we will be interested in grid-like graphs on orientable surfaces. A cellular embedding
of a graph G on a surface Σ is a drawing Γ of G on Σ such that edges meet only at
vertices, and Σ \ Γ is the disjoint union of open disks, called faces. Given a face f ,
we denote by ∂f its topological boundary. Note that ∂f always consists of a closed
walk in G. When this walk is a cycle, we will use ∂f to refer also to this cycle as a
graph. The geometric dual of G is the cellularly embedded graph G∗ obtained by
placing a vertex in each face of the embedding of G, and drawing edges connecting
these vertices, when their associated faces share an edge, through that edge. A
thickened graph is obtained from G by thickening vertices to disks and edges to
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ribbons (so G may be obtained by contracting the vertices of the thickened graph
to points and the edges of the thickened graph to lines.) A graph is a quasi-tree if
it has a single boundary component, viewed as a thickened graph in Σ. We refer
to reader to [GT87] for details on thickened (and ribbon) graphs. Lastly, recall
that a cellular embedding of G on a surface Σ induces, at each vertex, a cyclic
rotation of half-edges obtained by listing the half-edges incident to v cyclically in
counter-clockwise order.
2.2. Knot theory. We also establish some standard knot theoretical definitions,
following conventions of [BZH14, Lic97]. A knot is a simple closed curve in R3, and
a link is a collection of pairwise disjoint knots, called its components. We consider
links to be equivalent under isotopy. The unknot, or trivial knot, is the knot having
a plane projection containing no crossings. A simple closed curve is knotted if it is
a nontrivial knot and unknotted otherwise. A link L is trivial if for each component
K there is a solid sphere S so that S ∩ L = K. Knots are unlinked if they form
a trivial link and linked otherwise. Let K be an oriented knot whose intersection
with a plane E consists of two points p and q. The arc of K from p to q is closed
by an arc in E to obtain a knot K1 and the arc of K from q to p is likewise closed
to form a knot K2. Then K is the connected sum of K1 and K2, and we write
K = K1#K2. A knot K that is the connected sum of two nontrivial knots is a
composite knot, and otherwise is prime. Given two unlinked knots K1 and K2, we
can always form their connected sum, and the result is independent of the choice of
plane and representatives. It can be shown that the unknot is the additive identity
for the connected sum of knots, i.e. if K0 is the unknot, then K0#K = K and
K#K0 = K for all knots K.
2.3. Assembly, transitions, and A-trails. Constructing a graph G embedded
on a surface from DNA using the origami method requires the identification of a
feasible route for the scaffolding strand through the structure. In particular, one
must identify an Eulerian circuit in the graph subject to certain turning restrictions:
at each vertex in the surface, no strand of the DNA can cross over another. We
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use transition systems and A-trails to model this constraint. Begin by fixing an
Eulerian graph G embedded on a surface Σ.
Definition 2.1. (transition, smoothing) Let v be a vertex of G. A transition at v
is a partition of the half-edges incident to v into pairs. A transition T at v is smooth
if T only pairs half-edges adjacent in the cyclic order at v given by the embedding of
G. The embedded graph G′ created by performing a smoothing on G at v according
to a smooth transition T is identical to G except in a neighborhood of v containing
only v and (portions of) its incident half-edges. In this neighborhood we delete v
and connect the half-edges paired by T in the manner shown by Figure 2.
Any route for the scaffold strand at a vertex must be topologically equivalent to
the curves obtained by smoothing at that vertex according to a smooth transition.
To construct the graph, we will need such a choice of transition at all vertices.
Figure 2. Performing a smoothing locally at a vertex.
Definition 2.2. (transition system) A transition system of G is a choice of a
transition at every vertex of G. A smooth transition system is a transition system
such that every transition is smooth.
Any circuit decomposition C of G induces a transition system of G by pairing
half-edges traversed consecutively in a circuit of C. Likewise, given a transition
system T , we can recover the circuit decomposition that induces it.
Definition 2.3. (A-trail) A circuit decomposition of G is smooth if it induces a
smooth transition system. In particular, an Eulerian circuit that induces a smooth
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transition system is called an A-trail. If G contains an A-trail, we say G is smoothly
Eulerian.
We are interested primarily in the knot-theoretical properties of A-trails after
smoothing, which the following language makes precise.
Definition 2.4. Let C be a smooth circuit decomposition of G inducing the tran-
sition system T . By smoothing G at each vertex according to T , one obtains a link
(on Σ) in R3, denoted by L(C).
Any knot-theoretical language applied to C is to be understood in terms of L(C).
For example, we will say an A-trail A is knotted if L(A) is knotted and so forth.
Our main question is the following: when is an embedded graph origami con-
structible, i.e. when does an embedded graph contain an unknotted A-trail to use
as the scaffolding route in the DNA origami method.
2.4. Torus knots. Since (most of) the graphs we consider are on the torus, we will
also need some standard definitions and results from the theory of torus knots. As
usual, we will be representing torus graphs and torus knots using a square with its
opposite sides identified. Unless otherwise specified, we assume that a point on the
top and a point on the bottom are identified if they lie on the same vertical line,
and a point on the left is identified with a point on the right if they lie on the same
horizontal line. A circle resulting from identifying the endpoints of a vertical line
is a canonical meridian while a circle resulting from identifying the endpoints of a
horizontal line is a canonical longitude of the torus. A meridional curve is a simple
closed curve homotopic to a canonical meridian, while a longitudinal curve is a
simple closed curve homotopic to a canonical longitude. Unless otherwise specified,
we orient meridional curves so they go bottom to top and consider this the positive
meridional direction and orient longitudinal curves left-to-right and consider this
the positive longitudinal direction. We will assume in what follows that if a graph
embedded on a torus in R3 is represented in the square, then the canonical longitude
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and meridian of the square are longitudinal and meridional curves, respectively, of
the embedded torus in R3.
A torus knot is a knot embedded onto the surface of an unknotted torus in
R3 (see Figure 3). A torus link is a link which is embedded on the surface of an
unknotted torus in R3.
Figure 3. A trefoil knot embedded on a torus.
Recall that an oriented torus link is characterized, as a link, by the number of
oriented longitudinal and meridional rotations it completes (we require that the
components of a link be consistently oriented). For example, the trefoil knot in
Figure 3 completes two positive meridional and three positive longitudinal rotations.
Thus we say a link is the (p, q) torus link if it completes p longitudinal rotations and
q meridional rotations, where the signs of p and q indicate whether these rotations
are completed in the positive or negative directions. A (p, q) torus link is a knot if
and only if p and q are relatively prime. The (p, q) torus knot is the unknot if and
only if either p or q is 1 (or both are 0). The standard embedding of the (p, q) torus
link is obtained by marking p points on the left (and hence also right) of the square,
q points on the top (and bottom), and connecting these with lines as in Figure 4.
We refer the reader to e.g. [Lic97] for a more rigorous and detailed exposition of
torus knots.
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Figure 4. The standard embedding of the (5,6) torus link.
While we provide some results for a more general family of torus graphs, targets
of DNA nanostructure self-assembly are often surface meshes, and we will study in
particular regular grids.
Definition 2.5. Let k, l ∈ N with l even and let Σ be a surface. A (k, l)-regular
Σ grid is an l-regular graph G cellularly embedded on Σ whose geometric dual is
k-regular.
We note that if there exists a (k, l)-regular grid on a torus, then it is either
a (4, 4)- or (3, 6)-regular grid. Indeed, a straightforward application of the Euler
characteristic of the torus shows that in this case k and l must lie on the hyperbola
2k = (k−2)l. The only positive integer solutions of this equation for which l is even
are (3, 6) and (4, 4) (this can be checked by hand.) Additional information on (k, l)-
regular grids on higher-genus surfaces can be found in [Mey02]. In the following,
we refer to (3, 6)-regular grids on the torus as triangular grids, and (4, 4)-regular
grids on the torus as rectangular grids.
3. Unknotted A-trails and checkerboard-colorable embeddings
Let G be a graph embedded on the torus. Then G is checkerboard-colorable
if the faces of G can be properly 2-colored. A checkerboard coloring of G is a
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particular proper 2-coloring of the faces of G. Note that if G is checkerboard-
colorable, G is necessarily Eulerian, but the converse does not hold (except on the
plane). Throughout we will use red and blue to refer to the two colors used in
a checkerboard coloring. Note that in a checkerboard-colored graph G, there are
precisely two smooth transitions at a given vertex: the transition pairing those edges
bounding red faces and the transition pairing those edges bounding blue faces. We
call these transitions red smoothings and blue smoothings respectively.
In general, a checkerboard-colorable graph may not contain any A-trails (see
Theorem 4.1 below for an infinite family of these.) Note that origami constructible
embeddings are by definition smoothly Eulerian, but the converse may not hold.
The first main result of this section will be the construction of a bijection between A-
trails in a checkerboard-colored graph and certain pairs of quasi-trees in associated
embeddings. As a byproduct of this construction, we will see than any A-trail
in a checkerboard-colored graph on the torus is contained in a disk. From this we
obtain our second main result: any smoothly Eulerian checkerboard-colorable graph
is origami constructible. Thus, the only obstruction to origami construction of a
checkerboard-colorable graph on the torus is the non-existence of A-trails. We close
by leveraging the bijection previously constructed to obtain a necessary condition
on existence of such A-trails.
We begin by describing two embedded graphs associated to any checkerboard-
colorable graph on the torus. Note that the red-graph and blue-graph defined
below are, in the 4-regular case, essentially equivalent to the red and white graphs
of Andersen and Bouchet [ABJ96].
Definition 3.1. Let G be a graph without loops embedded on the torus. Suppose
G is checkerboard-colorable and fix some such coloring in red and blue. The red-
graph of G, denoted Gr, is the thickened embedded graph obtained by placing
a vertex in each red face of G, a vertex on each vertex of G, and connecting a
vertex of Gr in a face of G to the vertices in the boundary-walk of this face (see
Figure 5). We define the blue-graph Gb analogously. Let x ∈ {r, b}. A vertex of
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Figure 5. The red graph Gr consists of the red face-vertices, the
vertices of the triangular mesh, and the dashed edges.
Gx corresponding to a face of G is a face-vertex, a vertex of Gx corresponding to
a vertex of G is a G-vertex. We identify the G-vertices of Gr and Gb with the
vertices of G in the natural way. Let v be a G-vertex of Gx. The x-neighborhood
of v, denoted Nx(v), consists of v together with its incident x-colored face-vertices
and the edges between them (see Figure 6). Let U ⊆ V (G). The subgraph of Gx





where the union of two graphs is obtained by taking the union of their vertex sets
and edge sets (see Figure 7). A covering subgraph of Gx is a subgraph Gx[U ] for
some U ⊆ V (G) that contains every face-vertex of Gx. A covering tree is a covering
subgraph of Gx that is also a tree. A covering quasi-tree is a covering subgraph
of Gx that is a quasi-tree. Note that every covering tree is necessarily a covering
quasi-tree.
We can associate smooth transition systems of G to subgraphs of G and vice-
versa.
Definition 3.2. LetG be a graph without loops embedded on the torus. SupposeG
is checkerboard-colorable and fix some such coloring in red and blue. Let x ∈ {r, b}.
Let x′ ∈ {r, b} \ {x}. Let T be a smooth transition system of G. Denote by Tr
the vertices of G at which T is a red smoothing and denoted by Tb the vertices of
G at which T is a blue smoothing. Let U ⊆ V (G). Denote by Sx[U ] the smooth
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Figure 6. The red neighborhood Nr(v) at the central vertex v
of Fig 5 consists of v, the vertices in the red faces, and the edges
between them and v.
Figure 7. A covering tree Gr[U ] and the corresponding A-trail
Sb[U ]. The vertex-set U consists of the marked round vertices of
the triangular grid. The A-trail Sb[U ] is dashed.
transition system that has x-smoothings at the vertices of U and x′-smoothings at
the vertices of V (G) \ U .
Using this association, we have the following results.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a graph without loops embedded on the torus. Suppose G is
checkerboard-colorable and fix some such coloring in red and blue. Fix x ∈ {r, b},
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Figure 8. The retraction of wimwim+1 · · ·wim+1 from Lemma 3.3.
x′ ∈ {r, b} \ {x}, and let U ⊆ V (G). Suppose Gx[U ] is a covering subgraph. Then
Sx′ [U ] is homotopic to the boundary of Gx[U ], viewed as a thickened graph.
Proof. We can see locally that the boundary of Gr[U ] is a deformation retract of
Sb[U ] (and the proof for blue graphs follows similarly). Consider a red face f . Let
vf be the red vertex of Gr in f . Let w1, . . . , wk be the G-vertices on the boundary
of f , with i1 < . . . < ij the indices corresponding to vertices in U . Each vertex
wim is smoothed blue, and the paths wimwim+1 · · ·wim+1 are all smoothed red, and
hence retract to the boundary of the neighborhood of vf as in Figure 8. Since G
is checkerboard-colored, no edge of G lies on two distinct blue faces, hence we can
piece together these local retractions to complete the proof. 
The lemma above allows us to characterize A-trails in terms of pairs of red and
blue covering quasi-trees.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a graph without loops embedded on the torus. Suppose
G is checkerboard-colorable and fix some such coloring in red and blue. Let T be a
smooth transition system of G. Then T is an A-trail if and only if one of Gr[Tb]
or Gb[Tr] is a covering tree.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose Gr[Tb] is a covering tree. Since T is a
smooth transition system by assumption, it suffices to show that T consists of a
single component. Since Gr[Tb] is a covering subgraph, T = Sb[Tb] is homotopic to
the boundary of Gr[Tb]. Since Gr[Tb] is a tree, it has a single boundary component.
Thus, T consists of a single component.
Now suppose T is an A-trail. Then both Gr[Tb] and Gb[Tr] are covering sub-
graphs. Since T = Sr[Tr] = Sb[Tb], it follows that T is homotopic to both the
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boundary of Gb[Tr] and the boundary of Gr[Tb]. Suppose Gr[Tb] is not a tree,
i.e. contains some cycle C. If C is null-homotopic, then the boundary of Gr[Tb]
has more than one component, contradicting the assumption that T is an A-trail.
Thus, C must complete some meridional and/or longitudinal rotations. We claim
that Gr[Tb] must contain some path P 6⊆ C whose endpoints lie on C and, when
the torus is cut along C into an annulus P connects the two boundary components
of the annulus. Indeed, otherwise the boundary component of Gr[Tb] containing
one side of an edge e ∈ C cannot contain the other side, again contradicting the
assumption that T is an A-trail. Since the vertex-sets of Gr[Tb] and Gb[Tr] are
disjoint, as an embedded graph Gb[Tr] is contained in the complement of C ∪ P
on the torus, which is a disk. Thus, since Gb[Tr] is embedded in a disc and has a
single boundary component, Gb[Tr] must be a tree. 
The proof of the above theorem yields the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5. A smoothly Eulerian graph G on the torus is checkerboard-colorable
if and only if any A-trail in G is contained in some open disk (which may depend
on the A-trail).
Proof. Suppose G is checkerboard-colorable. Let T be an A-trail of G. From the
proof of Theorem 3.4 we have that T is contained in the complement of C ∪ P on
the torus, which is an open disk.
Now suppose any A-trail in G is contained in some open disk. Let T be one
such A-trail, contained in the open disk D. By the Jordan-Scho¨nflies theorem, T
separates D into an interior I and exterior E for which it is the common boundary.
By the definition of smooth transitions, each face of G is either contained entirely
in E or entirely in I. Color those faces in I red and color the faces in E blue.
We claim that this properly 2-colors the faces of G. Indeed, give T an orientation.
Since T is the common boundary of both I and E, I is either consistently to the
left of T or consistently to the right of T under that orientation. Without loss of
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generality we may assume the former. Then each edge of G has a red face to its left,
and a blue face to its right, and therefore the faces of G are properly 2-colored. 
It therefore follows that, for checkerboard-colorable graphs, being smoothly Euler-
ian and being origami constructible are equivalent properties.
Theorem 3.6. Let G be a checkerboard-colorable graph on the torus. Then G is
origami constructible (regardless of the embedding of the torus in space) if and only
if G is smoothly Eulerian.
Proof. Origami constructible implies smoothly Eulerian for any embedded graph by
definition. Now suppose G is smoothly Eulerian, and let T be an A-trail of G. since
G is checkerboard-colorable, T is contained in a disk, and so by Jordan-Scho¨nflies
bounds a disk on the torus, which remains a disk when the torus is embedded in
space. Therefore, T is unknotted. 
Thus, to demonstrate that a checkerboard-colorable torus graph is origami con-
structible we need only demonstrate that it contains an A-trail. We close this sec-
tion by recording the following necessary condition for existence of such A-trails, to
be used in the following section in the construction of an infinite family of origami-
constructible triangulations of the torus.
Corollary 3.7. Let G be a checkerboard-colored graph on the torus. Let kr and kb
be the total number of red faces and total number of blue faces respectively. Suppose
each vertex of G is incident to an odd number of red faces and an odd number of
blue faces. If G contains an A-trail, then one of kr or kb must be odd.
Proof. We begin by showing that trees Gx[A] for A ⊆ V (G) have an odd number
of face vertices. Let A be a set of G-vertices. If |A| = 1, then the number of
face-vertices of Gr[A] is 3 and hence odd. Now suppose |A| > 1. Let P be a
maximal path in Gr[A]. Let v be the last G-vertex of P . By induction, the number
of face-vertices of Gr[A \ {v}] is odd. But since Gr[A] contains no cycles, Nr(v)
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contains two face-vertices not in Gr[A \ {v}], and hence Gr[A] has an odd number
of face-vertices.
To complete the argument, we note that if G contains an A-trail, the previous
theorem implies that either the red graph or the blue graph contains a covering
tree, which by the previous argument has an odd number of face-vertices. 
4. Origami construction of triangular torus grids
The main result of this section is a characterization of existence of A-trails in
a certain infinite family of triangular torus grids. As a result, we will have con-
structed an infinite family of origami constructible triangular grids as well as an
infinite family of non-origami constructible (indeed, non-smoothly Eulerian) trian-
gular grids. We give an explicit construction of unknotted A-trails in the origami
constructible family.
Representations of triangular grids in the torus have all been constructed by
Altshuler [Alt73] as follows. Let G be a triangular grid. A straight-ahead walk
in G is a walk C so that the edges paired at each v in C have two other edges
between them in the cyclic order at v. Altshuler has shown that beginning at any
vertex and walking straight-ahead in any direction will trace out a straight-ahead




2, . . . , a
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n be
one of the three straight-ahead cycles through a11. Let a
2
1 be the vertex two steps
counterclockwise from a12 in the cyclic order at a
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1 · · · a1ra1m be the
straight ahead path starting at a11, going through a
2
1 which (necessarily) ends at a
vertex a1m on C. Then r = v/n is an integer and G can be represented as in Figure
9 [Alt73]. Note that the identification of the vertical sides is the same as usual, but
the top and bottom are identified as labeled by the vertices aji , i.e. after gluing the
vertical sides together, one performs a twist before gluing the top to the bottom.
Following Altshuler’s notation, we denote this representation of G by T v,rm . We call







































Figure 9. Altshuler’s general representation of a (3, 6)-regular
triangulation of the torus.
Directly from Altshuler’s representation we have that any triangular grid is
checkerboard-colorable. Hence, a triangular grid is origami constructible if and
only if it is smoothly Eulerian. In the remainder of this section we will character
smoothly Eulerian grids for a large class of triangular grids. Let G be a triangu-
lar grid with v vertices. We say G is straight-ahead Hamiltonian (SAH) if every
non-loop straight ahead cycle is Hamiltonian. Note that this is equivalent to the
statement that every Altshuler representation of G has r ∈ {1, v}.
We can now characterize the smoothly Eulerian triangular grids that are not
SAH.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a triangular grid with v vertices that is not SAH. Then
G is smoothly Eulerian if and only if v is odd.
Proof. Suppose G is a triangular grid with v vertices containing an A-trail T . Fix
a checkerboard coloring and Altshuler representation T v,rm of G with 1 < r < v
(which is possible since G is not SAH). Note that each vertex of G is incident to
three red faces and three blue faces. By Corollary 3.7, either kr (the total number
of red faces) or kb (the total number of blue faces) is odd. If f is the number of
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faces of G, from Altshuler’s representation we have that kr = kb = f/2 = v. Thus,
v is odd.
Now suppose v is odd. We have r ≥ 3. Suppose r = 3. An A-trail in this
case is given by the transitions in the top row and bottom two rows of Figure 10,
with the break in the pattern in the bottom row occurring at the vertex a1m. It is
straightforward to check that no matter the value of m, this yields an A-trail. Now
suppose r > 3. Since r is odd, we can fill the rows between the first row and the
bottom two rows of Figure with the pattern demonstrated in Figure 10. 
a61 a71 a81 a91 a11 a21 a31 a41 a51 a61
a11 a21 a31 a41 a51 a61 a71 a81 a91 a11
Figure 10. The A-trail constructed in Theorem 4.1 for T 81,96 .
In light of the application, we record the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.2. A non-SAH triangular grid with v vertices is origami constructible
if and only if v is odd.
The preceding theorem and corollary yield both an infinite family of origami
constructible torus triangulations (non-SAH grids with an odd number of vertices)
as well as an infinite family of non-origami constructible, non-smoothly Eulerian
torus triangulations. Lastly, we note that existence of A-trails in SAH grids can
depend on m: it is straightforward to check that T 5,12 is smoothly Eulerian while
T 5,11 is not.
5. Origami construction of rectangular torus grids.
The rectangular torus grids have similar representations to the Altshuler rep-
resentation of triangular grids [Mey02]. However, since not all rectangular grids
are checkerboard-colorable, we will need to restrict our attention to certain spatial
embeddings. As an example of what can happen if we do not, we provide in Figure
11 two embeddings of a one-vertex graph with two loops on a torus. On the level of
cellularly embedded graphs, these embeddings are equivalent and we can move from
one embedding to the other by Dehn twists, i.e. cutting the torus open along some
simple closed curve with tubular neighborhood, twisting, and gluing the torus back
together (see e.g. [Hum79] for details). With the torus embedded in R3, however,
these twists affect the isotopy classes of curves on the torus. Indeed, in the first
embedding all A-trails are knotted, while in the second all A-trails are unknotted.
Definition 5.1. For i, j > 1, the rectangular torus grid of width i and height j is
the embedding Ri,j of Ci×Cj on the torus as in Figure 12, with the torus standardly
embedded in R3.
While not every rectangular grid Ri,j is checkerboard-colorable, every one con-
tains an unknotted A-trail.
Theorem 5.2. Every grid Ri,j contains an unknotted A-trail.
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(a) A (4, 4)-regular grid with 1 vertex. (b) The first A-trail, forming a (4, 3) knot.
(c) The second A-trail, forming a (6, 5) knot.
(d) A different embedding of the same grid,
here both A-trails are unknotted.
Figure 11. Two embeddings of a (4, 4)-regular grid with one ver-
tex. In the first embedding, every A-trail forms a knot; in the
second, every A-trail is unknotted.
Figure 12. The rectangular torus grid R7,4.
Proof. We give examples of three cases in Figure 13, and leave generalization of
these to the reader. It is most convenient here to place the vertices of Ri,j on the
boundaries of the fundamental square representing the torus (so, in particular, all
four corners are identified to a vertex.) 
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(a) 3× 5 (b) 3× 6 (c) 4× 6
Figure 13. Examples of Unknotted A-trails in grids of each parity.
Note that if i or j is odd, Ri,j is not checkerboard-colorable, and hence any A-
trails must complete a longitudinal or meridional rotation. The unknotted A-trails
presented above for these cases rely, therefore, on being embedded on an unknotted
torus. If i and j are both even, Ri,j is checkerboard colorable, and the assumption
that the torus be unknotted is not necessary.
Since many rectangular grids are not checkerboard-colorable, they may contain
A-trails forming nontrivial torus knots as well as circuit decompositions forming
nontrivial torus links. A natural question to ask is whether every torus link can be
constructed from a smooth circuit decomposition of some Ri,j .
Theorem 5.3. Let L be an oriented link embedded on an (unknotted) torus T .
There exists a rectangular torus grid Ri,j having a smooth transition system T
isotopic to L.
Proof. Suppose L is the (p, q) torus link. If p, q > 0, then the smooth circuit
decomposition of Rp,q given in Figure 14 (oriented left-to-right, bottom-to-top) is
isotopic to L. Appropriately rotating this construction (and reversing orientation
if necessary) handles the case where p or q is negative. 
We note that each grid Ri,j can contain many links other than the (i, j) torus
link. For example, we give in Figure 15 a circuit decomposition of R9,8 forming
a (5, 4) torus knot. Note that this construction can be straightforwardly modified
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(a) R7,4. (b) The (7, 4) torus link.
Figure 14. Finding a (7, 4) torus knot on R7,4.
Figure 15. A circuit decomposition of R9,8 forming a (5, 4) torus knot.
to produce other torus links by adjusting the number of “loops” along the sides
(each loop reduces the number of times the resulting link completes meridional or
longitudinal rotations by 2.) Essentially one is shifting the standard representation
of of the (m,n)-torus link for m < i, n < j (with i − m and j − n even) to the
m× n upper-right corner of Ri,j .
6. Origami construction of higher-genus grids
While the results above are specific to the torus, using a gluing operation on
grids and transition systems we can construct families of grids on higher-genus
surfaces containing unknotted A-trails. While we will focus on grids constructed
from triangular and rectangular torus grids, we present the basic constructions in
more generality, as they can be used for analyzing other target structures. For
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Figure 16. Standard embedding of a composite grid.
convenience, we will say a face of an embedded graph is cyclic if its boundary walk
is a cycle.
Definition 6.1. Let {Gi}ni=1 be a collection of torus grids Gi. A gluing set for
{Gi} is a collection {(fi,1, fi,2, pii)}n−1i=1 such that fi,1 is a cyclic face of Gi, fi,2 is
a cyclic face of Gi+1, fi,2 ∩ fi+1,1 = ∅, and pii : ∂fi,1 → ∂fi,2 is an isomorphism of
cycle graphs. Remove the interior of each face fi,j and glue ∂fi,1 to ∂fi,2 according
to the isomorphism pii. The resulting embedded graph G is a {Gi}-composite grid
of genus n. We also say simply that G is a {Gi}-composite by {(fi,1, fi,2, pii)}. The
individual grids Gi are called component grids.
Composite grids of a fixed collection {Gi} are not unique; distinct grids can be
formed by choosing different faces to identify. We also note that knottedness of
A-trails on composite grids may depend on the embedding of the resulting genus
n surface Σ in R3. We will therefore assume throughout that G embedded on Σ is
embedded in a standard way, as in Figure 16.
We record some basic properties of composite grids below.
Lemma 6.2. Let G be a {Gi}ni=1-composite by {(fi,1, fi,2, pii)}.
(1) G is cellularly embedded on the n-torus.
(2) If Gi is a triangular (resp. rectangular) grid for each i, then G is a trian-
gular (resp. rectangular) grid.
(3) If Gi is Eulerian for each i, then G is Eulerian.
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To analyze A-trails in composite grids, we will require the following construction
of composite A-trails.
Definition 6.3. For an embedded graph G and vertex v lying on a face f , we say
a transition at v is an f -transition if it pairs the half-edges of f incident to v. Let
G1 and G2 be torus graphs and let Ti be a smooth transition system on Gi. We
say that T1 and T2 are compatible if there exist cyclic faces f1 of G1 and f2 of G2
and a isomorphism pi : ∂f1 → ∂f2 such that T1 is an f1-transition at v ∈ ∂f1 if and
only if T2 is not an f2 transition at pi(v). In this case the triple (f1, f2, pi) exhibits
compatibility of T1 and T2.
Given compatible smooth transition systems, by “forgetting” when one transi-
tion system pairs half-edges along the face being glued we can construct a smooth
transition system in the resulting composite.
Definition 6.4. Under the notation of the previous definition, and assuming
(f1, f2, pi) exhibits compatibility of T1 and T2, let G be the composite of G1 and G2
formed by gluing f1 and f2 according to pi. Let C be the cycle resulting from gluing
f1 and f2. Let v ∈ C with v1 and v2 its preimages in f1 and f2 respectively. Let t1
be the T1 transition at v1 and let t2 be the T2 transition at v2. The connected sum
t1#t2 of t1 and t2 is the transition at v in G constructed as follows (see Figure 17).
Any pair of half edges in t1 or t2 not containing a half-edge in f1 or f2 respectively
remains a pair in t1#t2 at v. By compatibility, precisely one of the transitions ti
pairs the half-edges h and h′ of fi with half-edges s and s′ not on fi. In t1#t2,
we pair s and s′ with the half-edges of C whose preimages in fi are h and h′. By
construction, t1#t2 is a smooth transition at v.
We can now define connected sums of transition systems for any number of torus
graphs.
Definition 6.5. Let {Gi}ni=1 be a collection of torus graphs with gluing set Γ =
{(fi,1, fi,2, pii)}n−1i=1 . A set T = {Ti : Ti is a smooth transition of Gi} is compatible
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(b) Smoothing v1 according to t1.
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(d) The transition t1#t2.
Figure 17. Forming the transition t1#t2 at a vertex v of a com-
posite grid.
with Γ if for each 1 ≤ i < n the triple (fi,1, fi,2, pii) exhibits compatibility of Ti
and Ti+1. The connected sum #T is the smooth transition system constructed as
follows. Any vertex of G that is not formed by gluing vertices of two gluing faces
inherits the smooth transition from the appropriate transition system Ti. Now
suppose v is a vertex formed by gluing fi,1 to fi,2. The transition at v is taken to
be the connected sum of the transitions at the preimages of v in Ti and Ti+1.
Any smooth transition system of a composite grid can be written as the con-
nected sum of smooth transition systems of the component grids.
Theorem 6.6. Let G be a {Gi}-composite by {(fi,1, fi,2, pii)}. Let T be a smooth
transition system on G. Then there exists a set of smooth transition systems T of
the component grids such that T = #T.
Proof. Let v be a vertex of G formed by gluing a vertex of Gi with a vertex of
Gi+1. Let t be the transition at v, and let h and h
′ be the half-edges at v formed
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by gluing fi,1 to fi,2. By a parity argument, both of h and h
′ are paired by t
with half-edges in Gi, or both are paired by t with half-edges in Gi+1. Thus we
can reverse the process of Figure 17 to obtain smooth transitions ti and ti+1 at v
such that t = ti#ti+1. Doing this at each vertex formed by gluing, and leaving
transitions at unglued vertices unchanged, we obtain a list T of smooth transition
systems of the component grids such that T = #T. 
We now restrict to composites of rectangular and triangular grids.
Theorem 6.7. Suppose G is a composite of triangular torus grids {Gi} by.{(fi,1, fi,2, pii)}.
Then G contains an A-trail if and only if each component grid contains an A-trail,
and any A-trail G contains is necessarily unknotted.
Proof. Suppose G is a composite of triangular torus grids {Gi} by {(fi,1, fi,2, pii)}.
In Figure 18 we provide the only pair of compatible transitions on faces of a trian-
gular torus grid as well as their connected sum. Now suppose that each of these
grids Gi contains an A-trail. Using the construction given in Theorem 4.1, we
can choose smooth transition systems Ti and Ti+1 such that (fi,1, fi,2, pi) exhibit
compatibility of Ti and Ti+1. Observe that in the connected sum of these transi-
tions, the link L(#T) crosses the cycle formed by gluing fi,1 to fi,2 exactly twice.
Thus, L(#T) = L(T1)# · · ·#L(Tn). Since the connected sum of unknots is the
unknot, #T is unknotted. Moreover, since each component transition system Ti is
an A-trail, we see that #T contains every edge of G and hence is an A-trail of G.
Now suppose G contains an A-trail T . By Theorem 6.6, T = #T for some set
T = {Ti} of smooth transition systems of the component grids. Consider some
component transition system Ti. If Ti is not an A-trail, then it has at least two
distinct components C1 and C2. Note that when we take the connected sum of
transition systems at a triangular face, exactly one component of one of the grids
is connected to exactly one component of the other grid. Thus, since #T crosses a
pair of glued faces exactly twice, C1 and C2 are contained in different components
of #T, a contradiction. Thus, each Ti is an A-trail. 
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(a) The only pair of compatible transitions.
(b) Their connected sum.
Figure 18. Connected sums of transitions in composite triangular grids.
Theorem 6.7 does not duplicate for rectangular grids, as there are more pairs of
compatible faces between these grids, some of which cross the glued face-boundaries
more than twice (see Figure 20). Indeed, in Figure 19 we give an A-trail on the
double torus, a figure-8 knot in fact, whose component smooth transition systems
are two-component links. However, we can still construct infinitely many composite
rectangular grids of any genus having unknotted A-trails.
Figure 19. An A-trail on a composite grid of {R4,4, R4,4}. The
A-trail forms a figure 8-knot, the component smooth transition
systems each form a 2-component link.
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Theorem 6.8. For any n, there exist infinitely many composite rectangular grids
of genus n containing unknotted A-trails.
Proof. In Figure 20 we give a list of all pairs of compatible transitions at rectangular
faces and their corresponding connected sums. Using the unknotted A-trails of
Theorem 5.2, we can find a set T of transition systems on rectangular grids {Gi}
of arbitrary dimensions inducing an unknotted A-trail. Moreover, we can choose
these transition systems such that there exist faces fi,1 and fi,2 in Gi and Gi+1
and isomorphisms pi : ∂fi,1 → fi,2 such that Ti and Ti+1 form a pair of type SA
from Figure 20 with respect to (fi,1, fi,2, pii). Observe that in the connected sum
of the transition set SA, the link L(#T) crosses the cycle formed by gluing fi,1
to fi,2 exactly twice. Thus, L(#T) = L(T1)# · · ·#L(Tn). Since the connected
sum of unknots is the unknot, #T is unknotted. Moreover, since each component
transition system Ti is an A-trail, we see that #T contains every edge of G and
hence is an A-trail of G. 
7. Conclusion
When the target of DNA origami self-assembly is modeled as a graph embedded
on a surface, an optimal route for the circular (unknotted) scaffolding strand of
DNA corresponds to an A-trail of the embedded graph. Thus, designing such
DNA nanostructures using the origami method requires that the target embedding
contain an unknotted A-trail. Note that the existence of an A-trail is a property
only of the surface embedding, but the knottedness of the A-trail depends (in
general) on the spatial embedding of the surface, complicating the analysis.
In terms of the motivating application, we have shown that if the target structure
is checkerboard-colorable and toroidal, the embedding of the torus in space does not
affect knottedness of any A-trails. Targets of DNA nanostructure self-assembly are
often surface meshes, and we have characterized those non-SAH triangular torus
grids as well as the rectangular torus grids Ri,j containing unknotted A-trails. On
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(a) Transition set SA. (b) The connected sum of SA.
(c) Transition set SB . (d) The connected sum of SB .
(e) Transition set SC . (f) The connected sum of SC .
Figure 20. Pairs of compatible transitions and their connected sums.
surfaces other than the torus, we have constructed infinite families of triangular
and rectangular meshes containing unknotted A-trails.
In addition to the practical application, we believe that the study of knotted
A-trails (or linked smooth circuit decompositions) is of purely theoretical interest,
as it provides a new perspective on what knotting means for embedded (Eulerian)
graphs. With this in mind, we have shown that torus links can all be constructed
from A-trails of rectangular grids, and that individual rectangular grids contain
A-trails forming many different torus knots and links.
We close by mentioning some open problems.
(1) The following question was posed to the authors by Lou Kauffman: Let
K be a knot (or perhaps link) embedded on the surface Σ. Is there a
rectangular grid R on Σ with an A-trail isotopic to K? What about links?
We have shown that the answer to this question is yes for the torus in
Theorem 5.3. Connected sums of torus knots can be constructed using
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connected sums of transition systems, and we have shown how to obtain
on the double torus a Figure 8 knot, which is not a connected sum of torus
knots, in Figure 19. However, the question is open in general.
(2) We have shown that embedded graphs exist for which every A-trail is knot-
ted. However, this example is in some sense trivial: viewed in R3, we have
simply tied a knot in one loop of a two-loop graph. Are there nontrivial
examples (and what, exactly, does “trivial” mean)?
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Abstract. In this paper, we survey results regarding the interlace polynomial
of a graph, connections to such graph polynomials as the Martin and Tutte
polynomials, and generalizations to the realms of isotropic systems and delta-
matroids.
1. Introduction
The interlace polynomial of a graph arises in a number of settings both theoret-
ical (e.g. isotropic systems) and applied (e.g. DNA sequencing by hybridization).
We begin with the most straightforward, that of a recursive method for counting
Eulerian circuits in two-in two-out digraphs arising from an application in DNA
sequencing. The interlace polynomial of a simple graph is then obtained by gener-
alizing the recursion used to solve this counting problem. We then discuss a closed
form for the polynomial in terms of its adjacency matrix, the structure of which
suggests definitions for analogous polynomials as well as a two-variable general-
ization. Another context in which the interlace polynomial arises is in isotropic
systems, where it appears as a specialization of the Tutte-Martin polynomials, a
connection we follow by way of the Martin polynomials of 4-regular graphs. Lastly,
we review generalizations of the polynomial to square matrices and delta-matroids.
In the context of counting Eulerian circuits in two-in two-out digraphs, the in-
terlace polynomial arose by way of Arratia, Bolloba´s, and Sorkin’s work on DNA
sequencing [ABS00]. In DNA sequencing by hybridization, the goal is to recon-
struct a string of DNA knowing only information about its shorter substrings. The
problem is to determine, from knowledge about the shorter substrings, whether a
unique reconstruction exists.
Copyright 2016 from Graph Polynomials edited by Shi, Dehmer, Gutman, and Li. Reproduced
by permission of Taylor and Francis Group, LLC, a division of Informa plc.
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More precisely, if A = a1a2 · · · am is a sequence consisting of m base pairs, the
l-spectrum of A is the multiset containing all l-tuples consisting of l consecutive
base pairs in A. Given knowledge of the l-spectrum, the goal is to determine the
number kl(m) of sequences of base pairs of length m having that l-spectrum.
In [ABS00], the authors associate to a given l-spectrum its de Bruijn graph: a
two-in two-out digraph D such that the Eulerian circuits of D are in bijection with
sequences of base pairs having that l-spectrum. The problem, then, is to count
the number of Eulerian circuits of D. This approach led to the discovery of a
recursive formula for computing the number of Eulerian circuits of D based on an
associated interlace graph. In [ABS04a], Arratia, Bolloba´s, and Sorkin generalized
this recursion to define the interlace polynomial of an arbitrary simple graph.
The Eulerian circuits and cycle decompositions of 4-regular graphs have been an
area of significant interest among graph theorists for many years, and approaches us-
ing graph polynomials have frequently proved fruitful [Mar77, LV83, Jae90, EMS02].
The Martin polynomial [Mar77, LV83], in particular, is closely related to the inter-
lace polynomial as it counts, for any k, the number of k-component circuit partitions
of a 4-regular graph.
This connection can be made explicit and, indeed, generalized. In a series of
papers in the 1980s-1990s, Bouchet introduced the notion of an isotropic system
to unify aspects of the study of 4-regular graphs and binary matroids [Bou87a,
Bou88, Bou91b], including a generalization of the Martin polynomials to this area
[Bou91b]. Shortly after the discovery of the interlace polynomial, it was noticed
that the interlace polynomial can be found as a specialization of the (restricted)
Tutte-Martin polynomial of an isotropic system [Bou91a, AvdH04].
A connection between the interlace polynomial and the Tutte polynomial can be
found by way of the Martin polynomial. However, this connection only captures the
Tutte polynomial t(G;x, y) for plane graphs when x = y, and so does not provide
any strong link between the interlace polynomial and the many specializations of
the Tutte polynomial, such as the chromatic polynomial. In recent work, Traldi
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has introduced a matroid associated to a graph, called its isotropic matroid, such
that the interlace polynomial(s) of the graph can be recovered from parametrized
Tutte polynomial(s) of its isotropic matroid [Tra15a].
Many generalizations of the interlace polynomial have been obtained. In [ABS04b],
Arratia, Bolloba´s, and Sorkin defined a two-variable interlace polynomial of which
the single-variable polynomial is a specialization. In doing so, they discovered,
concurrently with Aigner and van der Holst [AvdH04], a closed form for the single-
variable interlace polynomial in terms of its adjacency matrix. This closed form
has a natural extension to arbitrary square matrices, and using a delta-matroid
associated to the adjacency matrix of a graph, Brijder and Hoogeboom obtained a
generalization of the interlace polynomial to delta-matroids [BH14b]. In each case,
the recursive definition of the interlace polynomial has also been generalized.
2. The interlace polynomial of a graph
We begin by defining the interlace polynomial recursively by way of counting
Eulerian circuits in two-in two-out digraphs, and then discuss a closed form, an
analogous polynomial, and a two variable generalization. We conclude with selected
evaluations of the interlace polynomial.
2.1. Preliminary definitions. We first establish some standard definitions and
notation to be used throughout the chapter. Formally speaking, a graph G is a
triple (V (G), E(G), φ) where V (G) is a finite set of vertices, E(G) is a finite set of
edges, and φ is a function from E(G) to {{a, b} : a, b ∈ V (G)}. Let e ∈ E(G). If
φ(e) = {a} is a singleton set, then e is said to be a loop and a is called a looped
vertex. If φ(e) = {a, b} then we say e is an edge between a and b, a and b are
adjacent, a and b are the endpoints of e, and both a and b are incident to e. In
general, we will suppress the function φ, define an edge by its endpoints, and define
the graph G by the pair (V (G), E(G)). The degree of a vertex is the number of
edges to which it is incident, counting loops twice. A graph is said to be k-regular if
every vertex has degree k. If a and b are vertices with more than one edge between
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them then we say there is a multiple edge between a and b. A graph is simple if
it contains no loops or multiple edges. A walk in G is an alternating sequence of
vertices and edges v1e1v2e2 · · · vkekvk+1 such that ei is incident to vi and vi+1 for
each i. A walk is closed if its first and last vertices are the same. A closed walk is
also called a circuit. A circuit in which no vertices are repeated is called a cycle. A
path is a walk beginning and ending at distinct vertices and containing no repeated
vertices. A graph is connected if for any vertices a and b there is a path from a to b.
A component of a graph is a maximal connected subgraph. We denote by k(G) the
number of components of G. For T ⊆ V (G) the subgraph induced by T , denoted
G[T ], is the graph (T,E′) where E′ is the set of edges in E(G) with both endpoints
in T . If v ∈ V (G), define G \ v to be the subgraph of G induced by V (G) \ {v}.
The adjacency matrix of a graph G, denoted A(G), is the |V (G)|×|V (G)| matrix
over GF (2) with rows and columns indexed by V (G) defined by setting A(G)ab = 1
if a and b are adjacent and 0 otherwise. For T ⊆ V (G), define the rank r(G[T ])
to be the matrix rank r(A(G[T ])), and the nullity n(G[T ]) to be the matrix nullity
n(A(G[T ])). By convention, n(G[∅]) = 0. Note that for a graph G, the nullity
and rank of G are sometimes defined by n(G) = |E(G)| − |V (G)| + k(G) and
r(G) = |V (G)| − k(G).
A digraph, informally speaking, is a graph where each edge is given a direction,
i.e. the function φ has codomain V (G) × V (G). If a directed edge e goes from
a to b then a is called the tail of e and b is called the head of e. The indegree
of a vertex in a digraph is the number of edges for which the vertex is the head,
the outdegree the number for which it is the tail. A two-in two-out digraph is a
4-regular digraph such that each vertex has both indegree and outdegree equal to
two. A walk v1e1v2e2 · · · vkekvk+1 in a digraph is directed or consistently oriented
if ei is directed from vi to vi+1 for each i.
A planar graph is a graph that can be embedded in the plane (i.e. drawn in the
plane by associating vertices to points and edges to curves between their endpoints,
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such that no two edges intersect other than at a shared endpoint.) A plane graph
is a planar embedding of a (planar) graph.
For setsA andB, the symmetric difference ofA andB isA∆B = (A∪B)\(A∩B).
We can now begin defining the interlace polynomial by way of counting Eulerian
circuits in two-in, two-out digraphs.
Definition 1. (interlace graph) Let G be a two-in two-out digraph. An Eulerian
circuit of G is a closed, directed walk of G containing each edge exactly once. Given
an Eulerian circuit C of G, we say that vertices a and b are interlaced if the cycle
visits them in the order . . . a . . . b . . . a . . . b . . . and noninterlaced otherwise. The
interlace graph or circle graph of C, denoted H(C), is the graph whose vertices are
the vertices of G with an edge between two vertices if they are interlaced in C (see
Figure 1 (b) and (c)).
Interlace graphs have been extensively studied [Bou87d, Bou87b, Bou94, dFOdM97,
RR76, Ros99], and were characterized by Bouchet in [Bou87b, Bou94]. A particu-
lar focus of the area, due to a problem of Gauss, has been characterizations of the
interlace graphs arising from Eulerian cycles in plane 4-regular graphs [dFOdM97,
RR76, Ros99].
There is a natural operation defined on Eulerian circuits of two-in two-out di-
graphs in terms of this interlace relation.
Definition 2. At each vertex of a two-in two-out digraph G, there are two possible
(orientation consistent) pairings of in-edges and out-edges. For a pair of vertices
a and b interlaced in an Eulerian circuit C of G, define the transposition Cab to
be the Eulerian circuit obtained by switching the pairing of edges at a and b, see
Figure 1 (b) and (d).
The Eulerian circuits of G form a single orbit under the action of transposition,
the proof of which can be found in [ABS04a] but was known previously in more




(a) A two-in two-out digraph G.
a b
c
(b) An Eulerian cycle C in G.
a b
c
(c) The interlace graph H(C).
a b
c
(d) The Eulerian circuit Cab.
a b
c
(d) The interlace graph H(Cab).
Figure 1. Transpositions of Eulerian circuits and the interlace graph.
by performing the above operation to an Eulerian circuit leads to a corresponding
definition for interlace graphs, presented here for graphs in general.
Definition 3. Let G be any graph. Let v ∈ V (G). For any pair of vertices
a, b ∈ V (G), partition the remaining vertices of G into the following sets: (1)
vertices adjacent to a and not b; (2) vertices adjacent to b and not a; (3) vertices
adjacent to both a and b; and (4) vertices adjacent to neither a nor b. Define the
pivot Gab to be the graph obtained by inserting all possible edges between the first
three of these sets, and deleting those that were already present in G (see Fig. 2).
Denote by Gab the graph G with the labels of the vertices a and b swapped.
While the definition of pivot above is due to Arratia, Bolloba´s, and Sorkin











(b) The pivot Gab.
Figure 2. On the left, a graph G with edge ab and vertices parti-
tioned as in Definition 3 (the parts of G unaffected by pivoting are
not shown.) Dashed lines represent the edges not present in the
graph. On the right, Gab is obtained by toggling edges/nonedges
among the sets of vertices labeled 1, 2, and 3.
local complementations and the graph (Gab)ab is defined by Bouchet in [Bou88] as
the complementation of G along the edge ab. The precise connection to both is as
follows.
Definition 4. Let G be a graph. For v ∈ V (G), define the open neighborhood of v
to be N(v) = {w ∈ V (G) \ {v} : w is adjacent to v}. Note that v 6∈ N(v) even if v
is a looped vertex. We define the local complement G ∗ v to be the graph obtained
from G by interchanging edges and non-edges in N(v). By convention, we read
graph operations left-to-right, so G ∗ v ∗ w ∗ v = ((G ∗ v) ∗ w) ∗ v.
Theorem 1. [Bou01, Bou88] Let G be a graph. If ab is an edge in G with neither
a nor b a looped vertex, then (Gab)ab = G ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a.
In the case of interlace graphs, the pivot operation captures the behavior of a
transposition of an Eulerian circuit in the following sense.
Theorem 2. [ABS04a] For an Eulerian circuit C of a two-in two-out digraph G,
we have (H(C))ab = (H(Cab))ab.
We can now define the interlace polynomial of a graph. Arratia, Bolloba´s, and
Sorkin proved in [ABS04a] that the recurrence below does not depend on the order
in which the edges are chosen, i.e. the polynomial is well-defined.
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Definition 5. (The interlace polynomial) [ABS04a] Let G be a simple graph. The
the interlace polynomial of G, denoted qN (G;x), is defined by
qN (G;x) =
 qN (G \ a;x) + qN (G
ab \ b;x), ab ∈ E(G)
xn, G ∼= En
where En is the graph on n vertices with no edges.
Note that while the recurrence above is presented in its original form, in general-
izations of the interlace polynomial the label-switching operationGab (see Definition
3) occurs as part of the generalized pivot operation. In the case of the recurrence
above, this can be obtained using local complementation in place of the pivot op-
eration (see Theorem 1). Under that convention, the recurrence above becomes
qN (G;x) = qN (G \ a;x) + qN (G ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a \ a;x), which aligns with the form of
the recurrence used in subsequent sections. In addition, the interlace polynomial
was originally denoted q(G). We follow [ABS04b] in reserving that notation for the
two-variable generalization.
Definition 5 is stated for simple graphs. It can, however, be extended to the case
of looped graphs (i.e. graphs with loops, but without multiple edges.) In this case,
the recurrence above only holds for edges where neither endpoint has a loop, and
an additional recurrence is required to handle looped vertices. For precise details,
see Theorem 5 below on the two-variable interlace polynomial.
Aigner and van der Holst discovered in [AvdH04] a state-sum formulation for
the interlace polynomial in terms of the adjacency matrix.
Theorem 3. [AvdH04] Let G be a simple graph. Then




Aigner and van der Holst derived this formula by considering, for a graph G on




over GF (2), where In is the n×n identity matrix. We remark that matrices of this
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form in fact play a pivotal role in the theory of interlace polynomials (see discussion
after Definition 6 and Section 3.3 below.)
Due to Equation 2.1, the interlace polynomial is sometimes referred to as the
vertex-nullity polynomial. A related polynomial is the vertex-rank polynomial,
obtained by replacing n(G[T ]) with r(G[T ]) in Equation 2.1 (see the discussion of
the two-variable interlace polynomial below.)
Aigner and van der Holst [AvdH04] as well as Bouchet [Bou91a] also considered
the following related polynomial.
Definition 6. [AvdH04, Bou91a] Let G be a graph. Define the polynomial Q(G;x)
by the following recursion:
(1) if G contains an edge ab then
Q(G;x) = Q(G \ a;x) +Q(G ∗ a \ a;x) +Q(Gab \ b;x), and
(2) Q(En;x) = x
n.
In a sense, much in the same way that qN (G;x) arises from considering circuits
in two-in two-out digraphs, Q(G;x) arises from considering circuits in undirected
4-regular graphs (specifically, see Theorems 11 and 12).
By considering the affect of the recurrence above on matrices of the form(
A(G) | In | A(G) + In
)
over GF (2) where G is a graph on n vertices and In is the n × n identity matrix,
an expansion (Theorem 4 below) for Q(G;x) similar to that of Equation 2.1 for
qN (G;x) may be obtained (see [AvdH04]). The theory of matrices of this form in
fact contains the theory of interlace polynomials, in a sense described in Section
3.3 below.
Notice that since the addition of A(G) and In in the matrix(
A(G) | In | A(G) + In
)
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is performed modulo 2, the matrix A(G) + In is precisely the adjacency matrix of
the graph obtained from G by deleting loops from looped vertices of G and adding
loops to unlooped vertices. We define this operation in general below, as it yields
a simpler expression for Q(G;x) than that found in [AvdH04].
Definition 7. Let G be a graph. For S ⊆ V (G), we define the loop complement of
G with respect to S, denoted G+ S, to be the graph obtained by adding loops to
unlooped vertices in S and removing loops from looped vertices of S.







In [ABS04b], Arratia, Bolloba´s, and Sorkin developed a two-variable extension
of the interlace polynomial. Note that while we will focus on the two-variable
polynomial below, another multivariable generalization was studied by Courcelle in
[B.08] and Traldi studied a labeled multivariable interlace polynomial in [Tra13].




(x− 1)r(G[T ])(y − 1)n(G[T ]).
This is indeed an extension of the single-variable polynomial: setting x = 2 in
the above equation yields precisely Equation 2.1 of Theorem 3. Setting y = 2
instead yields a related graph polynomial (the vertex-rank polynomial), studied
in [ABS04b]. The two-variable polynomial also satisfies a recurrence generalizing
that satisfied by the single-variable polynomial. Indeed, on simple graphs, setting
x = 2 in the recurrence below recovers the original recurrence of the single-variable
interlace polynomial. Thus, on looped graphs, setting x = 2 provides an extension
of the single-variable polynomial to graphs with loops.
Theorem 5. [ABS04b] The two-variable interlace polynomial satisfies the following
recurrence:
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(1) if ab is an edge of G where neither a nor b has a loop, then
q(G;x, y) = q(G \ a;x, y) + q(Gab \ b;x, y) + ((x− 1)2 − 1)q(Gab \ a \ b;x, y),
(2) if a is a looped vertex of G then
q(G) = q(G \ a;x, y) + (x− 1)q(G ∗ a \ a;x, y), and
(3) q(En;x, y) = y
n.
2.2. Evaluations of the interlace polynomial. The interlace polynomial of a
graph has been found to encode structural information as well as graph invariants.
These include Eulerian circuits, perfect matchings, independence number, compo-
nent number, and more. The evaluations below of qN (G) at 1,−1, 3 and 2 extend
to graphs with loops while the evaluation at 0 does not [BH14b]. The evaluation
at −1 was conjectured in [ABS00]. The proofs of these evaluations specifically for
the interlace polynomial can be found in the papers cited below, but we note that
many can be recovered from evaluations of the Tutte-Martin polynomials derived
in [Bou91b]. Item 2 of Theorem 6 is the solution to the counting problem that
motivated the development of the polynomial.
We need the following definition for item 1 below. Let G be a graph. A matching
inG is a set of non-adjacent edges. A perfect matching (also called a 1-factorization)
of G is a matching in G such that each vertex of G is incident to precisely one edge
in M .
Theorem 6. Let G be a graph, possibly with loops but without multiple edges. Let
n = |V (G)|.
(1) [AvdH04] qN (G; 1) is the number of induced subgraphs of G with an odd
number of perfect matchings (including the empty set.)
(2) [ABS04a] If H(C) is the interlace graph of an Eulerian circuit of a two-in
two-out digraph D, then qN (H(C); 1) is the number of Eulerian circuits in
D.
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(3) [ABS04a] qN (G; 2) = 2
n.
(4) [AvdH04, BBCP02, BH14b] qN (G;−1) = (−1)n(−2)n(G+V (G)).
(5) [AvdH04] If G is simple then qN (G; 0) = 0 if n ≥ 1.
(6) [AvdH04] qN (G; 3) = kqN (G;−1) for some odd integer k.
Example 7. Recall that a forest is an acyclic graph. In [AvdH04], the authors
note that since any forest has exactly one perfect matching, by item 1 above we
have that if F is a forest, qN (F ; 1) counts the total number of matchings of F .
Theorem 8. [AvdH04] Let G be a simple graph with n = |V (G)|.
(1) Q(G; 0) = 0 if n ≥ 1.
(2) Q(G; 3) = 3n.
(3) Q(G; 4) = 2ne where e is the number of induced Eulerian subgraphs of G.
(4) For each T ⊆ V (G), we associate with T general induced subgraphs, which
are subgraphs obtained from the subgraph induced by T by adding loops at
any of the vertices of T . We allow perfect matchings of a general induced
subgraph to include loops. Then Q(G)(2) is the number of general induced
subgraphs with an odd number of general perfect matchings.
The following results describe the structure of the interlace polynomial. Recall
that an independent set is a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices, and the indepen-
dence number of a graph is the size of its largest independent set.
Theorem 9. Let G be a simple graph with n = |V (G)|.
(1) [ABS04a] Let H be a graph on a vertex set disjoint from V (G). Then
qN (G ∪H;x) = qN (G)qN (H).
(2) [ABS04a] The least power of x appearing in qN (G;x) is the number of
components of G.
(3) [AvdH04] Let [G] denote the set of all graphs obtainable from G by a se-
quence of pivots. Then deg qN (G;x) = maxH∈[G] α(H) where α(H) is the
independence number of H.
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(4) [EMS07] If n ≥ 1 then qN (G;x) has no constant term.
(5) [EMS07] If n > 1 then writing qN (G;x) =
∑
aix




yields a1 = a01 = −a10.








The common value a1 = a01 = −a10 in item (5) above is defined and studied as
a graph invariant in [EMS07].
3. Connections to other polynomials
Graph polynomials have been used extensively in the study of 4-regular graphs
and their circuit decompositions, and there are many connections between the in-
terlace polynomial and other graph polynomials arising in that context.
3.1. The Martin and Tutte polynomials. The Martin polynomial was defined
by Martin in [Mar77] to study circuit partitions of 4-regular graphs. Given that
the interlace polynomial can be used to count the number of Eulerian circuits of a
two-in two-out digraph, it is not surprising that the polynomials should have some
connection. Before defining the Martin polynomial(s), we establish the following
notions for 4-regular graphs.
Definition 9. Let G be a 4-regular graph. A circuit partition of G is a decompo-
sition of G into edge-disjoint circuits. A transition (or state) at a vertex v of G is
a choice of one of the three possible pairings of edges incident with v. Note that if
v is looped, for the purposes of pairings we distinguish between the two ends of the
loop. If G is a two-in two-out digraph, we require that transitions follow the ori-
entation of G by pairing incoming edges with outgoing edges. A transition system
(or graph state) T of G consists of a choice of transition at each vertex of G. Any
transition system T of G induces a circuit partition of G and vice versa. Denote by
|T | the number of circuits in the circuit partition induced by the transition system
T . An Eulerian system is a choice of Eulerian circuit for each component of G.
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(a) A 4-regular graph G. (b) A transition system (circuit partition) of G.
Figure 3. A transition system of a 4-regular graph.
We note that the Martin polynomials given below were originally defined re-
cursively by Martin in [Mar77], with the closed forms due to Las Vergnas [LV83].
We follow closely the notation of [Bou91b] to make the connection to Tutte-Martin
polynomials in the next section most explicit.









where the sum is over all transition systems T (recall that transition systems of a
two-in two-out digraph must respect the orientation of the digraph).
The connection of these polynomials to the interlace polynomials qN and Q of
graphs can be seen as follows. Let G be a 4-regular graph and let C be an Eulerian
system of G. Let H(C) be the interlace graph of C. Let P be any circuit partition
of G. At each vertex, the transition in P is either contained in C, is consistently
oriented by C but not contained in C, or is not consistently oriented by C. Let W
be the set of vertices at which P agrees with C, Y the set at which P disagrees but
follows the orientation induced by C, and Z the set of vertices at which P disagrees
with the orientation induced by C. Then Traldi has proven the following result in
[Tra11], building on work of Cohn and Lempel [CL72].
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Theorem 10. [Tra11] Under the conditions of the previous remarks, we have
(3.1) |P | − k(G) = n((H(C) + Z)[Y ∪ Z])
This connection between circuit partitions and nullities yields the following
equality between the Martin and interlace polynomial, a result initially observed in
[ABS04a] and proved in [EMS07, Tra11].
Theorem 11. Let G be a two-in two-out digraph and let C be an Eulerian decom-
position of G. Then m(G;x) = q(H(C);x).
Equation 3.1 can also be used to obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 12. Let G be a 4-regular graph. Let C be an Eulerian system of G. Then
M(G;x) = Q(H(C);x).
Theorem 10 can also be used to obtain a connection between the interlace poly-
nomial and the Tutte polynomial. The Tutte polynomial has been extensively
studied, and has many applications both in mathematics and the physical sciences.
We recall here one of many definitions of the Tutte polynomial, and refer the reader
to e.g. [EMM11, BO92] for in-depth treatments of the polynomial..
Definition 11. Let G be a graph. For A ⊆ E, define r(A) = |V (G)| − k(A) where
k(A) is the number of components of the graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set




(x− 1)r(E)−r(A)(y − 1)|A|−r(A).
Martin discovered a connection (in his words, a remarkable connection) between
the Martin polynomial and the Tutte polynomial in the case of plane graphs, which
then extends, by results above, to the interlace polynomial. We first require the
definition of the medial graph of a plane graph (note that distinct planar embed-
dings of a planar graph have non-isomorphic medials, so the following construction
below is only well-defined for plane graphs.)
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(a) A plane graph G. (b) The construction of the medial graph Gm.
(c) The two-coloring of the faces of Gm. (d) The oriented medial graph ~Gm.
Figure 4. The construction of the oriented medial graph ~Gm from
a plane graph G.
Definition 12. Let G be a plane graph. The medial graph Gm of G is obtained by
placing vertices on each of the edges of G, and connecting these vertices with edges
by following the face-boundary walks (see Fig. 4). Color the faces of Gm containing
a vertex of G black, and color the remaining faces white. This properly two-colors
the faces, in the sense that any two faces sharing an edge receive different colors.
Orient edges counterclockwise around the black faces to obtain the oriented medial
graph ~Gm. Note that ~Gm is a two-in two-out digraph.
With this construction, we have the following two theorems relating the Martin,
Tutte, and interlace polynomials.
Theorem 13. [Mar78] Let G be a plane graph with oriented medial graph ~Gm.
Then
t(G;x, x) = m(~Gm;x).
Theorem 14. [EMS07] Let G be a plane graph with oriented medial graph ~Gm.
Let C be an Eulerian circuit in ~Gm with interlace graph H(C). Then
t(G;x, x) = qN (H(C);x).
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3.2. Isotropic systems and the Tutte-Martin polynomials. Isotropic sys-
tems were introduced and studied by Bouchet in a number of papers to unify
the study of binary matroids and transition systems of 4-regular graphs [Bou87a,
Bou88, Bou91b]. In particular, he introduced in [Bou91b] the Tutte-Martin poly-
nomials of isotropic systems, of which the one-variable interlace polynomial of a
graph is a specialization. We follow here the notation and approach of [Bou91a].
Definition 13. Let K = {0, x, y, z} be the Klein 4-group under addition, consid-
ered as a vector space of dimension 2 over GF (2). Let K ′ = K \ 0. Let 〈·, ·〉 be
the bilinear form on K given by 〈a, b〉 = 1 if neither a nor b is zero and a 6= b
and 〈a, b〉 = 0 otherwise. For any finite set V , denote by KV the set of V -tuples
with entries from K considered as a vector space over GF(2). Define (K ′)V simi-
larly. Extend the bilinear form on K to KV by defining 〈X,Y 〉 = ∑v∈V 〈Xv, Yv〉
(where e.g. Xv is the entry in the v-labelled coordinate of X). We define an
isotropic system to be a pair (V,L) where V is a finite set, L is a subspace of KV
of dimension |V |, and 〈X,Y 〉 = 0 for all X,Y ∈ L. For any X ∈ KV , define
X̂ = {Y ∈ KV : Yv ∈ {0, Xv} for all v ∈ V }. Note that X̂ is always an isotropic
system.
In this context, Bouchet defined the restricted and global Tutte-Martin polyno-
mials as generalizations of the Martin polynomials. There are, thus, many struc-
tural similarities between these two polynomials and the Martin polynomials. In
particular, note that much like the Martin polynomial of a two-in two-out digraph
is defined by summing only over transition systems following the fixed orientation
of the graph (see Definition 10), the restricted Tutte-Martin polynomial is defined
by summing only over vectors satisfying a certain relation with a reference vector.
Definition 14. Let S = (V,L) be an isotropic system. Let C ∈ (K ′)V . The






where the sum is taken over all X ∈ (K ′)V such that Xv 6= Cv for all v. The global





The connection between isotropic systems and 4-regular graphs can be seen
as follows (see [Bou91b]). Let G = (V,E) be a 4-regular graph. Let F ⊆ E.
The subgraph induced by F is the subgraph of G with vertex set consisting of
the endpoints of edges in F and edge-set equal to F . The cycle space L(G) is the
collection of all edge-sets of G inducing subgraphs having even degree at each vertex,
given a vector space structure over GF (2) by taking addition to be symmetric
difference of sets. For each vertex v ∈ V , let λv be a bijection labeling the three
transitions at v with distinct values from K ′ (see Figure 5 (d)). This labeling
induces a bijection Λ from transition systems of G to (K ′)V by defining Λ(T )v =
λv(t) where t is the transition of T at the vertex v (see Figure 5 (b)). The labeling λ
can also be used to define a linear map from L(G) toKV as follows. Given F ∈ L(G)
and v ∈ V , F contains either no edges at v, four edges at v, or two edges at v. In the
first and second case, define Λ(F )v = 0. In the final case, the pairing of those two
edges induces a transition t at v, and we define Λ(F )v = λv(t) (see Figure 5 (c)).
The image L of L(G) under Λ is a subspace of KV . Bouchet has proven [Bou87a]
that S = (L, V ) is an isotropic system such that |T |−k(G) = dim(L∩Λ̂(T )) for any
transition system T . This yields the following connection to the Martin polynomial.
Theorem 15. [Bou91b] Let G be a two-in two-out digraph with transition system
T . Then
tm(S,Λ(T );x) = m(G;x).
While the above provides an immediate connection to the interlace polynomial on
interlace graphs via Theorem 11, we can in fact recapture the interlace polynomial




(a) A 4-regular graph G.
a b
(b) A transition system T of G;
Λ(T ) = (z, x).
a b
(c) An element F ∈ L(G);
Λ(F ) = (0, y). (d) The function λa = λb.
z y x
Figure 5. Construction of the isotropic system associated to a 4-
regular graph G and labeling function λv. In this case, the image
L of L(G) under Λ is the isotropic system
{(0, 0), (0, y), (y, 0), (y, y)}.
Definition 15. Let G be a simple graph with vertex set V . Let N(v) denote
the neighborhood of v ∈ V . The powerset of V forms a vector space over GF (2)
with addition corresponding to symmetric difference of sets. For P ⊆ V , define
N(P ) =
∑
v∈P N(v). For X ∈ KV and P ⊆ V , denote by X|P the vector given
by (X|P )v = Xv for v ∈ P and (X|P )v = 0 for v 6∈ P . Let A,B ∈ (K ′)V with
Av 6= Bv for all v ∈ V . Define L = {A|P +B|(N(P )) : P ⊆ V }. Then S = (V,L) is
an isotropic system, for which the triple (G,A,B) is called a graphic presentation.
Aspects of the above definition can be seen as generalizations of the 4-regular
case. For example, in the 4-regular case, when S = (L, V ) is associated as in the
discussion above to the pair (G, {λv : v ∈ V (G)}), Eulerian circuits of G correspond
to vectors X ∈ (K ′)V such that dim(L∩X̂) = 0. On the other hand, when (G,A,B)
is a graphic presentation for S = (L, V ), the function A satisfies dim(L∩ Â) = 0, so
A in some sense generalizes Eulerian circuits to this case. For a detailed exposition,
see [Bou88].
Theorem 16. [Bou91a] Let G be a simple graph and let S be the isotropic system
associated to the graphic presentation (G,A,B). Then
tm(S,A+B;x) = qN (G;x).
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The Q polynomial of Definition 6 is also a specialization of a polynomial of
isotropic systems. Note that once again a natural connection arises from the con-
struction preceding Theorem 15. However, in this case we can, as for the interlace
polynomial, recover Q entirely from graphic presentations.
Theorem 17. [AvdH04, Bou91a] If (G,A,B) is a graphic presentation of the
isotropic system S = (L, V ) then Q(G;x) = TM(S;x).
3.3. Isotropic matroids and the Tutte polynomial. Recall that in Aigner and
van der Holst’s proof of Equation 2.1 as well as their subsequent discussion of the
polynomialQ(G;x), they considered matrices of the forms
(






where A(G) is the adjacency matrix of the graph G, n = |V (G)|,
and In is the n× n identity matrix (see [AvdH04]). In more recent work [Tra15a],
Traldi has used matrices of the first form to recover the interlace polynomials of a
graph from parametrized Tutte polynomials of an associated matroid. Matroids can
be defined in several equivalent ways. We recall here the definition of a matroid in
terms of its bases, as this most closely mirrors the later discussion of delta-matroids,
and refer the reader to e.g. [Oxl03] for a survey of matroids and their interplay
with graphs.
Definition 16. A matroid is a pair M = (E,B) such that E is a finite set called
the ground set and B is a nonempty collection of subsets of E called bases satisfying
the following basis exchange axiom: for all A,B ∈ B and x ∈ A \ B, there exists
y ∈ B \A such that (A \ x) ∪ y ∈ B.
Matroids arise in a number of contexts in graph theory. For the purpose of
studying matrices of the form above, we associate a matroid to a matrix over a
field.
Definition 17. If M is a matrix over a field F , then the matroid represented by M
is the pair (E,B), where E is the set of columns of M and B contains all collections
of linearly independent columns of M .
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Definition 18. LetG be a graph. The isotropic matroid ofG, denotedM [IAS(G)] =
(W (G),B(G)), is the matroid represented over GF (2) by
(
A(G) | In | A(G) + In
)
.
In [Tra15a], Traldi showed that M [IAS(G)] determines the isotropic system
(see section 3.2) and the delta-matroid (see Section 4.2) associated to G. More-
over the interlace polynomials of G appear as parametrized Tutte polynomials of
M [IAS(G)].
Definition 19. Let M = (E,B) be a matroid. A subset of E is said to be inde-
pendent if it is contained in any basis of E. The rank of A ⊆ E, denoted r(A), is
defined to be the size of the largest independent subset of A. The Tutte polynomial
of M is
t(M ;x, y) =
∑
T⊆E
xr(E)−r(T )y|T |−r(T ).
The Tutte polynomials of both graphs and matroids have many applications.
Often, these applications arise in contexts where one wants to control or keep track
of parameters associated to the edge-set of the graph or ground-set of the matroid.
For example, the edges of a graph may have associated to them parameters mea-
suring resistance or flow. To keep track of these values, each term of the Tutte
polynomial is weighted by the appropriate products of parameters. We provide
here only the necessary definitions to state the connection to the interlace polyno-
mials in the case of isotropic matroids, and refer the reader to e.g. [EMT06] for a
more extensive treatment of parameterized Tutte polynomials of both graphs and
matroids. Note that we do not specify the range of the parameters in the definition
below, as they can take on various values (e.g. integral or polynomial) for different
applications.
Definition 20. [Tra15a] Let G be a graph with isotropic matroid M [IAS(G)]. The
parametrized Tutte polynomial according to parameters a and b defined on elements










xr(E)−r(T )y|T |−r(T ).
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Theorem 18. [Tra15a] The interlace polynomials qN (G;x), Q(G;x), and q(G;x, y)
can be recovered from τ(M [IAS(G)]) by the appropriate choice of parameters a and
b.
We refer the reader to [Tra15a] for a detailed description of how to recover the
interlace polynomials from τ(M [IAS(G)]). Note however that the parameters a
and b take on both integer as well as polynomial (in x and y) values. We remark
that isotropic matroids have been further studied in the 4-regular case in [Tra15b].
4. Generalizations
The closed form of the interlace polynomial in Equation 2.1 lends itself directly to
a generalization to square matrices, and, by way of the adjacency delta-matroid of a
graph, to delta-matroids. In each case, generalized pivot operations can be obtained
that yield generalizations of the original recurrence for the interlace polynomial of
a graph.
4.1. Square matrices. The adjacency matrix formulation of Aigner and van der
Holst in Theorem 3 lends itself nicely to a generalization of the polynomial to other
matrices.






The recursive definition of the interlace polynomial for graphs can be recovered
for general matrices using the following matrix operation, which has been exten-
sively studied both in this context and others [BH14a, GP06, BH11, Tsa00].
Definition 22. Let A be a V × V matrix over F. Let T ⊆ V such that the




 with P = A[T ]. Then the principal pivot transform A ∗ T is
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the matrix satisfying




The principal pivot transform can be thought of as a partial inverse.
Theorem 19. [Tsa00] Let A be an n×n matrix over a field F and let T ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
such that A[T ] is invertible. Let x and y be vectors in Fn. Let u be the vector that
agrees with y on those entries indexed by T and agrees with x elsewhere. Let v
be the vector that agrees with x on those entries indexed by T and agrees with y
elsewhere. Then A ∗ T is the unique matrix satisfying
y = Ax if and only if (A ∗ T )u = v
for all vectors x and y.
The first part of the following theorem relates the principal pivot transform to
the pivot operation on a graph. The second part establishes that the interlace
polynomial of a matrix satisfies a recurrence that, by the first part, generalizes the
recurrence for the interlace polynomial of a graph. We will write A \ v for the
submatrix A[V \ {v}].
Theorem 20.
(1) [BH14a] Let G be a graph with adjacency matrix A(G). Let ab ∈ E(G).
Then Gab has adjacency matrix A ∗ {a, b} with the labels of a and b ex-
changed.
(2) [BH11] Let A be a V × V matrix over F. Let T ⊆ V with A[T ] invertible
over F. Then
qm(A) = qm(A \ v) + qm((A ∗ T ) \ v)
for all v ∈ V .
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4.2. Delta-matroids. In [BH14b] Brijder and Hoogeboom generalized the inter-
lace polynomial to delta-matroids, combinatorial objects that generalize matroids.
In fact, they generalized the interlace polynomial to multimatroids, a further gen-
eralization of matroids introduced by Bouchet in a series of papers [Bou97, Bou98,
Bou01] which also generalize isotropic systems. We restrict here to the setting of
delta-matroids, as this case most closely generalizes the interlace polynomial for
graphs. Note, however, that even in this case the proofs of the theorems below of-
ten use the theory of multimatroids. We require first the following basic definitions
regarding set systems.
Definition 23. (set system) A set system is a pair (E,F) where E is a finite set
and F ⊆ 2E . The elements of F are called feasible sets. A set system (E,F) is said
to be proper if E 6= ∅.
Definition 24. (delta-matroid) A delta-matroid is a proper set system D = (E,F)
satisfying the following symmetric exchange axiom: for all X,Y ∈ F , if x ∈ X∆Y
then there exists y ∈ X∆Y such that X∆{x, y} ∈ F .
In the case that all feasible sets have the same cardinality, the above symmetric
exchange axiom is equivalent to the usual basis exchange axiom for matroids (see
Definition 16). That is, a matroid (described by its bases) is precisely a delta-
matroid in which all feasible sets have the same cardinality. We can define deletion
and contraction of points in a delta-matroid analogously to the definition for ma-
troids.
Recalling the vertex-nullity expansion of the interlace polynomial (see Equation
2.1), a generalization of the interlace polynomial to delta-matroids might be ex-
pected to require some notion of nullity for delta-matroids. In [Bou87c], Bouchet
introduced a notion of rank for delta-matroids. For a delta-matroid D = (E,F)
and A ⊆ E, define the rank of A to be ρ(A) = |E| −min{|A∆F | : F ∈ F}. One
might thus expect the nullity of A to be |E| − ρ(A) = min{|A∆F | : F ∈ F}. In
[BH14b], Brijder and Hoogeboom define this value as the distance from A to D:
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Definition 25. Let M = (E,F) be a set system. For X ⊆ E, define the distance
from X to M to be dM (X) = min{|F∆X| : F ∈ F}.
The generalization of the interlace polynomial to delta-matroids now follows
from the vertex-nullity formula by first associating a delta-matroid to a graph via
its adjacency matrix in such a way that the distance defined in Definition 25 above
corresponds to the desired nullity of the graph.
Definition 26. Let G be a graph with adjacency matrix A, considered over GF (2).
The adjacency delta-matroid of G, denoted MG, is the delta-matroid with ground
set V (G) and feasible sets consisting of all X ⊆ V such that the principle submatrix
A[X] is invertible over GF (2). Note that by convention A[∅] is invertible.
We note that in the above definition, GF (2) can be replaced with GF (n). A
delta-matroid D = (E,F) is said to be representable over GF (n) if for some X ⊆ E
there exists a skew-symmetric matrix A over GF (n) with D = MA ∗ X. This
generalizes representability for matroids, and has been studied in [Bou87c, BD91]
among others. The following result shows that under this construction, distance
for delta-matroids generalizes nullity for graphs.
Theorem 21. [BH11] Let G be a graph with adjacency delta-matroid MG. Then
dMG(X) = n(G[X]).
We can now define the interlace polynomial of a set system in such a way that,
when the set system is the adjacency delta-matroid of a graph, it coincides with the
interlace polynomial of a graph. Note that in [BH14b], this definition is obtained
via an evaluation of a generalized transition polynomial for multimatroids.







Theorem 22. [BH14b] Let G be a graph with adjacency matroid MG. Then
q(G;x) = q∆(MG;x− 1).
The interlace polynomial of a delta-matroid also satisfies a recurrence gener-
alizing that of the interlace polynomial of a graph. To state the recurrence, we
must first define the operations on delta-matroids which form the analog of vertex
deletion, pivot, and loop complement for graphs.
Definition 28. Let M = (E,F) be a set system. An element contained in every
feasible set is a coloop, and an element contained in no feasible set is a loop. Let
e ∈ E. If e is not a coloop define M delete e to be the set system M \ e =
(E, {F ∈ F : e 6∈ F}). If e is not a loop define M contract e to be the set system
M/e = (E, {F \ e : F ∈ F , e ∈ F}). If e is a coloop, define M \ e = M/e and if e is
a loop define M/e = M \ e.
Note that some authors do not reverse the definitions of deletion and contraction,
as we have done above, for loops and coloops. In that case, deletion and contraction
are only operations on delta-matroids when applied to noncoloops and nonloops,
respectively.
Definition 29. Let M = (E,F) be a set system. For X ⊆ M , define the twist
M ∗ X to be the set system (E, {F∆X : F ∈ F}). When twisting on a single
elements, we will often omit curly brackets and write M ∗ e = M ∗ {e}. The dual
of M is M ∗ E.
Example 23. Let M = ({a, b, c}, {abc, ab, ac, bc, b, c, ∅}). Then M ∗ {a, b} =
({a, b, c}, {c, ∅, bc, ac, a, abc, ab}).
While the twist of a matroid is not necessarily a matroid, the twist of a delta-
matroid is always a delta-matroid, a fact which can be verified from the identity
(A∆C)∆(B∆C) = A∆B for the symmetric difference of sets.
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Definition 30. Let M = (E,F) be a set system. For e ∈ E, define the loop
complement M + e to be the set system (E,F∆{F ∪ e : e 6∈ F}).
Note that loop complement on distinct points commutes [BH14b], so we define
M +X for X ⊆ E to be the set system obtained by performing loop complements
at each of the points of X in any order. Furthermore, note that while twist, dele-
tion, and contraction are all operations on delta-matroids, loop complement is not,
suggesting the next definition.
Example 24. [CMNR14] Let M = ({a, b, c}, {abc, ab, ac, bc, b, c, ∅}). Then M is a
delta-matroid, but M + a = ({a, b, c}, {a, b, c, bc, ∅}) is not.
Definition 31. [BH14b] We say a delta-matroid M is vf-safe if applying any se-
quence of twists and loop complements to M yields a delta-matroid.
We remark that the theory of multimatroids shows that vf-safe delta-matroids are
in fact a generalization of the isotropic systems previously considered in Section 3.2:
vf-safe delta-matroids are essentially equivalent to what are called tight 3-matroids,
and isotropic systems correspond to a sublcass of tight 3-matroids. For details, see
[BH14b].
The following theorem provides the connection between twist and loop comple-
ment of delta-matroids and pivot and loop complementation in graphs.
Theorem 25. [Bou87c, BH14a] Let G be a graph with adjacency matrix A. Let
X ⊆ G. If A∗X is defined, denote by G∗X the graph with adjacency matrix A∗X.
Then MG∗X = MG ∗X and MG+X = MG +X.
We can now state the recurrence satisfied by q∆.
Theorem 26. [BH14b] Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. Let e ∈ E be neither a
loop nor a coloop. Then
q∆(D;x) = q∆(D \ e;x) + q∆(D ∗ e \ e;x).
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If ∅ ∈ F , then for any X ⊆ E and e ∈ X we have
q∆(D;x) = q∆(D \ e;x) + q∆(D ∗X \ e;x).
If every element of E is either a loop or a coloop, then q∆(D) = (y + 1)
|E|.
Since the empty matrix is by convention invertible over GF (2), the adjacency
delta-matroid of a graph always has ∅ feasible, and so the second recurrence above
(which most directly generalizes the recurrence for graphs) holds.
The Q polynomial of a graph can also be generalized to delta-matroids.







Theorem 27. [BH14b] Let G be a simple graph. Then
Q∆(MG;x− 2) = Q(G;x).
The recurrence for the polynomial Q of graphs also generalizes. Here it is impor-
tant to restrict to vf-safe delta-matroids, since loop complement is not an operation
on general delta-matroids. However, as the next theorem shows, the delta-matroids
of interest here are vf-safe.
Theorem 28. [BH11] Delta-matroids representable over GF (2) (including adja-
cency delta-matroids) are vf-safe.
Theorem 29. [BH14b] Let D be a vf-safe delta-matroid. Then
Q∆(D;x) = Q∆(D \ e;x) +Q∆(D ∗ e \ e;x) +Q∆(D∗¯e \ e;x)
for any e ∈ E such that e is neither a loop nor a coloop in D, and e is not a coloop
in D∗¯e.
The two-variable interlace polynomial of a graph can also be extended to delta-
matroids.
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Definition 33. Let M = (E,F) be a nonempty set system. Define
q¯(M ;x, y) =
∑
X⊆E
x|X|(y − 1)dM (X).
Theorem 30. [BH14b] Let G be a graph with adjacency delta-matroid MG. Then
q¯
(




The two-variable interlace polynomial of a delta-matroid also satisfies the fol-
lowing recurrence.
Theorem 31. [BH14b] Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. Let u ∈ E. If u is
neither a loop nor a coloop, then
q¯(D;x, y) = q¯(D \ u;x, y) + xq¯(D ∗ u \ u;x, y).
If u is a coloop, then
q¯(D;x, y) = (x+ y)q¯(D ∗ u \ u;x, y),
while if u is a loop we have
q¯(D;x, y) = (1 + xy)q¯(D \ u;x, y).
Many evaluations of both the interlace polynomial and Q for graphs extend to
evaluations of the delta-matroid versions of these polynomials (and can often be
obtained more easily in that context.) Note that item (6) below can be recovered
from the Tutte-Martin polynomials [Bou91b]. Moreover, note that the evaluation of
Q(G) at 4 does not extend to Q∆(D) [BH14b]. We require the following definition
first:
Definition 34. Let M = (E,F) be a set system. Twist ∗e and local complemen-
tation +e on a point e ∈ E are involutions that generate a group isomorphic to S3
[BH14a]. The third involution is ∗e+ e ∗ e = +e ∗ e+ e. It is called the dual pivot
and denoted ∗¯e.
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Theorem 32. [BH14b] Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid with n = |E|. Then
(1) q∆(D; 1) = 2
n;
(2) q∆(D; 0) = |F|;
(3) if all sizes of feasible sets in D have the same parity, then q∆(D;−1) = 0;
(4) if D is vf-safe then Q∆(D;−2) = 0;
(5) if D is vf-safe then q∆(M ;−2) = (−1)n(−2)dD∗¯E ; and
(6) if D is binary (i.e. representable over GF (2)) then q∆(D; 2) = kq∆(D;−2)
for some odd integer k.
Lastly, we remark that there is a connection, as with the interlace polynomial of
graphs, between the interlace polynomial of delta-matroids restricted to matroids
and the Tutte polynomial along x = y.
Theorem 33. [BH14b] Let M be a matroid. Then
t(M ;x, x) = q∆(M ;x− 1).
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5. Conclusion
We collect in Tables 1 and 2 the known connections between polynomials and
combinatorial objects considered above.
There are a number of remaining research directions regarding the interlace
polynomials. A natural question is whether results on the interlace polynomial of
4-regular graphs and two-in two-out digraphs can be extended to arbitrary Eulerian
graphs and digraphs. Transition systems and the Martin polynomials both extend
to this case (see e.g. [EM98]), but no results are known on the interlace polynomial.
There are also further directions of research involving the Tutte polynomial.
Brijder and Hoogeboom found in [BH14b] that a generalization of the two-variable
interlace polynomial for matroids captures more of the Tutte polynomial than is
captured in Theorem 33, raising the question of whether there is some general com-
binatorial object and variant of the interlace polynomial that capture the entirety
of the Tutte polynomial.
In [BR01], Bolloba´s and Riordan generalized the Tutte polynomial to a polyno-
mial of embedded graphs, which has been shown in [EMS07] to have a connection
to the two-variable interlace polynomial analogous to the connection of Theorem
14. This demonstrates that the interlace polynomial contains some topological in-
formation, and a natural question to ask is whether there is a full extension of the
interlace polynomial to embedded graphs.
Lastly, in the case of the interlace polynomials of graphs, the study of qN and Q
has dominated the literature, and the properties and structure of the two-variable
polynomial and the vertex-rank polynomial are less well-known. Furthermore, the
closed forms of the vertex-rank and vertex-nullity polynomials suggest the possi-
bility of defining related polynomials with respect to the incidence or Laplacian




polynomials Isotropic system Matrix Delta-matroid
A graph G (G,A,B) A(G) MG





Q(G;x) TM(S;x) Q∆(MG;x− 2)
Table 1. The first column gives the various interlace polynomi-
als of a graph G. Reading across gives the combinatorial objects
generalizing graphs, how graphs are encoded by each, and the spe-
cializations of polynomials of more general objects that capture
the interlace polynomial of a graph in question.
Graph Types of graph G.





Table 2. The first column gives specializations of the Martin and
Tutte polynomials of a graph G. Reading across gives the appro-
priate form of interlace polynomial capturing those specializations
in the case that G is 4-regular, two-in two-out, or plane. In the
table, C is an Eulerian circuit of G.
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INTERLACEMENT AND ACTIVITIES IN DELTA-MATROIDS
ADA MORSE
Abstract. We generalize theories of graph, matroid, and ribbon-graph activ-
ities to delta-matroids. As a result, we obtain an activities based feasible-set
expansion for a transition polynomial of delta-matroids defined by Brijder and
Hoogeboom. This result yields feasible-set expansions for the two-variable
Bolloba´s-Riordan and interlace polynomials of a delta-matroid. In the former
case, the expansion obtained directly generalizes the activities expansions of
the Tutte polynomial of graphs and matroids.
1. Introduction
Delta-matroids are a generalization of matroids that have been the subject of
increased interest recently in part due to the rediscovery [CMNR16, CMNR14]
of a connection (originally due to Bouchet [Bou89]) between delta-matroids and
embedded graphs that generalizes the classical connection between matroids and
abstract graphs. Delta-matroids also arise, independently, in the study of skew-
symmetric matrices, and have a direct connection to abstract graphs by way of the
adjacency matrix (a connection which does not generalize the classical connection
between matroids and abstract graphs.)
In the context of delta-matroids arising from the adjacency matrix, Brijder and
Hoogeboom have defined a transition polynomial Q(w,x,0)(D; y) of delta-matroids
satisfying a deletion-contraction property reminiscent of the Tutte polynomial of a
matroid [BH14]. In this paper, we show that this transition polynomial also satisfies
a delta-matroid analog of the activities expansion of the Tutte polynomial. Recall
that the activities expansion of the Tutte polynomial is obtained by associating,
to each basis B of a matroid M = (E,B), a set of “internally active” edges and a
Date: March 5, 2018.
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set of “externally active” edges according to some arbitrary total order < on the
groundset of E (see Section 3 for details.) The analog of bases in delta-matroids
are called feasible sets, and, by generalizing the spanning quasi-tree activities of
[Dew07, CKS11, VT11], we show that incorporating orientability of points in the
definition of activity yields a feasible-set expansion for the transition polynomial:
Theorem. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. Let < be any total order on E.
Let F ∈ F . Let i(F ) be the number of internal, active, and orientable points with
respect to F and let j(F ) be the number of external, active, and orientable points




w|E|−|F |x|F |(1 + (w/x)y)i(F )(1 + (x/w)y)j(F ).
As applications of this result, we also obtain feasible-set expansions for the two-
variable Bolloba´s-Riordan and interlace polynomials. The feasible-set expansion of
the Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial is of particular interest, as it directly generalizes
the basis expansion of the Tutte polynomial. We conclude by discussing connections
between these two polynomials in light of the activity expansions we have obtained.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Delta-matroids. Delta-matroids are a generalization of matroids that were
introduced independently by many authors in the late 1980s [Bou87a, DH86, CK88].
Definition 2.1. A delta-matroid is a pair D = (E,F) where E is a finite set, called
the ground set, and F is a nonempty collection of subsets of E called feasible sets
satisfying the following symmetric exchange axiom:
for all X,Y ∈ F and a ∈ X∆Y ,
there exists b ∈ X∆Y , not necessarily distinct from a, such that X∆{a, b} ∈ F
where X∆Y = (X ∪ Y ) \ (X ∩ Y ) is the usual symmetric difference of sets. When
necessary to specify the underlying delta-matroid, we will denote E by E(D) and
F by F(D).
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Note that there are essentially three cases of the symmetric exchange axiom:
either a ∈ X \Y and b ∈ Y \X or vice versa (this is the usual basis exchange axiom
for matroids); both a and b are in X \ Y ; or both a and b are in Y \X. If all the
feasible sets in F have the same cardinality, the latter two cases cannot occur, and
so the first holds for all feasible sets X and Y . That is, a matroid is precisely a
delta-matroid all of whose feasible sets have the same size.
We will need the following basic definitions. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid.
A point a ∈ E contained in every feasible set of D is said to be a coloop, while
a point a ∈ E contained in no feasible set of D is said to be a loop. A point is
singular if it is either a loop or a coloop, and nonsingular otherwise. Let Fmax be
the collection of maximum cardinality feasible sets of D and Fmin the collection of
minimum cardinality feasible sets of D. It can be shown that Dmax = (E,Fmax)
and Dmin = (E,Fmin) are indeed matroids. Let rmax be the matroid rank function
of Dmax and let rmin be the matroid rank function of Dmin.
We will require three operations on delta-matroids: deletion, contraction, and
twisting.
Definition 2.2. (Deletion and contraction) Let a ∈ E. If a is not a coloop, define D
delete E to be the set system D\a = (E−a, {F : F ∈ F , a 6∈ F}). If a is not a loop,
define D contract E to be the set system D/a = (E − a, {F − a : F ∈ F , a ∈ F}).
If a is a loop, define D/a to be D \ a. If a is a coloop, define D \ a to be D/a.
It can be shown that the order in which deletions and contractions are performed
does not matter. If A ⊆ E then the restriction of D to A is the delta-matroid
D|A = D \ (E \A).
Observe that if ∅ ∈ F , then there are no coloops in E, and so, for any A ⊆ E,
F(D|A) = {F ∈ F : F ⊆ A}.
Definition 2.3. (Twist) For X ⊆ E, define the twist D ∗X := (E, {X∆F : F ∈
F}).
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Using the identity (A∆C)∆(B∆C) = A∆B, it is straightforward to show that
the twist of a delta-matroid is a delta-matroid. Note that the twist of a matroid is
not necessarily a matroid (although it is, of course, a delta-matroid). Also, observe
that if F is itself a feasible set, then ∅ ∈ F(D ∗ F ).
We will also need the following definition of connectivity in delta-matroids, which
generalizes the standard definitions of connectivity for matroids.
Definition 2.4. (Connected/disconnected) We say a delta-matroid D = (E,F) is
disconnected if there exist delta-matroids D1 = (E1,F1) and D2 = (E2,F2) such
that E1 ∩ E2 = ∅ and (E1 ∪ E2, {F1 ∪ F2 : F1 ∈ F1, F2 ∈ F2}) = (E,F). In this
case we write D = D1 ⊕ D2. If a delta-matroid is not disconnected, we say it is
connected.
Given a graph G, we can construct a delta-matroid from its adjacency matrix as
follows.
Definition 2.5. (adjacency delta-matroid) Let G be a graph, allowing single loops
but not multiple loops or edges. Let A be the V (G) × V (G) adjacency matrix of
G, considered over the field GF (2). A set X ⊆ V (G) is feasible if the principle
submatrix A[X] is invertible. By convention, ∅ is always feasible. The adjacency
delta-matroid of G is the set system AG = (V (G), {X ⊆ V (G) : X is feasible.}.
Note that, since ∅ is always feasible in AG, the adjacency delta-matroid of a
graph is almost never the graphic matroid of a graph. We refer the reader to e.g.
[Bou87c, BD91] for background on adjacency delta-matroids and representability
of delta-matroids more generally.
2.2. Interlacement and ribbon graphs. Interlacement in ribbon graphs is a
generalization of interlacement in double-occurrence words, which has been studied
extensively in connection to a question of Gauss regarding which double-occurrence
words can be represented by Eulerian circuits in plane 4-regular graphs [Bou87d,
Bou87b, Bou94, dFOdM97, RR76, Ros99]. We will require the following definitions
from ribbon graph theory, for which we follow closely the development of [EMM13].
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A ribbon graph G = (V (G), E(G)) is a surface with boundary presented as the
union of two sets of discs, a set V (G) of vertices and a set E(G) of edges, satisfying
the following conditions:
(1) The vertices and edges intersect in disjoint line segments.
(2) Each such line segment lies on the boundary of precisely one vertex and
precisely one edge.
(3) Every edge contains exactly two such line segments.
Throughout the paper, we will assume all ribbon graphs are connected. Note
that ribbon graphs are equivalent to cellularly embedded graphs, where a cellular
embedding of a graph G on a closed compact surface Σ is a drawing of G on Σ
such that edges intersect only at their endpoints and each component of Σ − G is
homeomorphic to a disc. Two cellularly embedded graphs in the same surface are
considered equivalent if there is a homeomorphism of the surface taking one to the
other. A cellularly embedded graph can be obtained from a ribbon graph by gluing
discs to the holes in the ribbon graph and retracting the ribbon graph. Ribbon
graphs are considered equivalent if their associated cellularly embedded graphs are
equivalent.
A spanning quasi-tree of a ribbon graph G is a spanning subgraph of G having






Figure 1. Left to right: a single-vertex ribbon graph with rib-
bon edge loops drawn arching above the vertex disc; the single
boundary component demonstrating that the edges a and b form
a quasi-tree; the three boundary components demonstrating that
the edges a and c do not.
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Let G be a ribbon graph and let A ⊆ E(G). The partial dual GA of G is
formed as follows: regard the boundary components of the induced ribbon subgraph
(V (G), A) of G as curves on the surface of G. Glue a disc to G along each connected
component of this curve and remove the interior of all vertices of G. In the case
that Q is a spanning quasi-tree of G, we will write GQ for GE(Q). If e ∈ E(G),
then G \ e is the ribbon graph (V (G), E(G)− e). We define G/e to be the ribbon
graph Ge \ e. We remark the order in which edges are deleted or contracted does
not matter, and so if A and B are disjoint subsets of E(G), we write G/A \ B for
the ribbon graph obtained by contracting the edges in A in any order and deleting
the edges in B in any order. The following well-known property of ribbon graphs
(see e.g. [VT11]) will be useful in defining interlacement.
Proposition 2.6. Let G be a ribbon graph with spanning quasi-tree Q. Then GQ
is a single-vertex ribbon graph.
We can now define interlacement with respect to quasi-trees.
Definition 2.7. Let G be a ribbon graph with spanning quasi-tree Q. Let e, f ∈
E(G). We say e and f are interlaced with respect to Q or Q-interlaced if they are
met in the order e...f...e...f... while traversing the boundary of the single vertex of
GQ.
Recall that an edge e in a single-vertex ribbon graph G is called nonorientable if
the surface formed by e together with the vertex is homeomorphic to a Mo¨bius band
[EMM13]. In the case that G is an arbitrary ribbon graph with spanning quasi-tree
Q, we will say that e ∈ E(G) is Q-nonorientable if e is a nonorientable loop in GQ.
In addition, we will say that e, f ∈ E(G) are Q-paired if {e, f} is a quasi-tree in
GQ and Q-separated otherwise. Then the following theorem is straightforward to
verify (see Figure 2 for one case.)
Theorem 2.8. Let G be a ribbon graph with spanning quasi-tree Q. Let e, f ∈
E(G). Then e and f are Q-interlaced if and only if one of the following holds: (1)
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(a) interlaced loops (b) uninterlaced loops
Figure 2. A figure to accompany the case of Theorem 2.8 where
at most one of the two loops is Q-nonorientable. The segments of
the upper loop in each subfigure can be joined with a twist or with-
out a twist. In either case, tracing boundary components shows
that the interlaced loops form a quasi-tree while the uninterlaced
loops do not. Hence, the interlaced loops are Q-paired while the
uninterlaced loops are not.
at most one of e or f is Q-nonorientable and {e, f} is Q-paired, or (2) both e and
f are Q-nonorientable and {e, f} is Q-separated.
In the next section, we will use this characterization of interlacement to motivate
a definition of interlacement for delta-matroids.
2.3. Delta-matroids and ribbon graphs. We will be exploiting a connection
between delta-matroids and ribbon graphs, initially observed by Bouchet [Bou89]
and recently developed further by Chun et. al. [CMNR14].
Theorem 2.9. [CMNR14] Let G be a ribbon graph. Let F be the set of all spanning
quasi-trees of G. Then D(G) := (E(G),F) is a delta-matroid, called the graphic
delta-matroid of G.
Note that if G is a plane ribbon graph, the spanning quasi-trees of G are precisely
the spanning trees of G, and so D(G) is the usual graphic matroid of G. Chun et
al. have also shown the following equivalence between twisting and partial duals.
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Theorem 2.10. [CMNR14] Let G be a ribbon graph. Then D(GA) = D(G) ∗ A
for any A ⊆ E(G).
Note that if F is a feasible set in D(G) then our previous observation that
∅ ∈ F(D(G) ∗ F ) is equivalent to the statement that GF is a single vertex ribbon
graph.
3. Fundamental graphs and activities
In this section we lift the idea of interlacement to general delta-matroids, laying
a foundation for a definition of activities that will lead in Sections 4 and 5 to
the desired activities expansions of the transition, interlace, and Bolloba´s-Riordan
polynomials.
An essential object in delta-matroid theory is the fundamental graph of a delta-
matroid with respect to a feasible set. While these fundamental graphs arise natu-
rally when working with delta-matroids in the abstract (see [Bou01] for even delta-
matroids and [Gee95] for general delta-matroids), we will derive the definition by
analogy to interlacement in ribbon graphs. Note that if G is a ribbon graph with
spanning quasi-tree Q, an edge e is Q-nonorientable if and only if {e} is a feasible
set in GQ. This allows us to generalize notions of orientability and pairing with
respect to quasi-trees to arbitrary delta-matroids.
Definition 3.1. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let F ∈ F . A point a ∈ E
is F -nonorientable if {a} is feasible in D ∗ F , and F -orientable otherwise. A pair
{a, b} ⊆ E is F -paired if {a, b} is feasible in D ∗ F , and is F -separated otherwise.
Definition 3.1 streamlines, for our purposes, the language of [CMNR14] which
uses ribbon loops as follows. A point a ∈ E is a ribbon loop in D if a is not contained
in any feasible set in Fmin. If a is a ribbon loop in D, a is nonorientable if a is also
a ribbon loop in D ∗ a, and orientable otherwise. The following proposition gives
the correspondence between F -orientability and ribbon loop orientability.
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Proposition 3.2. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let F ∈ F . Let a ∈ E.
Then a is a nonorientable ribbon loop in D ∗F if and only if a is F -nonorientable.
Proof. Suppose a is a nonorientable ribbon loop in D ∗ F . Then a is a ribbon loop
in (D ∗ F ) ∗ a. Since ∅ is feasible in D ∗ F , {a} = ∅∆{a} is feasible in (D ∗ F ) ∗ a.
Since a is a ribbon loop in (D ∗ F ) ∗ a, {a} is not a minimum cardinality feasible
set of (D ∗ F ) ∗ a, and thus ∅ must be feasible in (D ∗ F ) ∗ a. It follows that there
exists F feasible in D ∗ F such that F∆{a} = ∅. The only possibility is F = {a}.
Thus, a is F -nonorientable. On the other hand, suppose a is F -nonorientable. Then
{a}∆{a} = ∅ is feasible in (D ∗ F ) ∗ a. Thus, a is a ribbon loop in (D ∗ F ) ∗ a, i.e.
a is a nonorientable ribbon loop in D ∗ F . 
Using the language of F -nonorientable points and F -pairs, we define interlace-
ment in delta-matroids analogously to the characterization for ribbon graphs pro-
vided in Theorem 2.8.
Definition 3.3. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid, let F ∈ F , and let a, b ∈ E.
We say a and b are F -interlaced if: (1) at most one of a or b is F -nonorientable and
{a, b} is F -paired, or (2) both a and b are F -nonorientable and {a, b} is F -separated.
The set of points F -interlaced with a is I(F ; a).
Interlacement in delta-matroids can also be defined in terms of delta-matroid
connectivity.
Theorem 3.4. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. Let F ∈ F and let a, b ∈ E.
Then a and b are F -interlaced if and only if (D∗F )|{a, b} is connected and nontrivial
(i.e. has a feasible set other than ∅).
Proof. Suppose D′ := (D ∗ F )|{a, b} is connected and nontrivial. Recall that since
F ∈ F , ∅ ∈ F(D′). We consider two cases. Suppose {a, b} ∈ F(D′). Then at most
one of {a} or {b} can be in F(D′), since
({a, b}, {{a, b}, {a}, {b}, ∅}) = ({a}, {{a}, ∅})⊕ ({b}, {{b}, ∅}).
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Now suppose {a, b} 6∈ F(D′). Then since D′ is nontrivial,
({a, b}, {{a}, ∅}) = ({a}, {{a}, ∅})⊕ ({b}, {∅}), and
({a, b}, {{b}, ∅}) = ({a}, {∅})⊕ ({b}, {{b}, ∅}),
both {a} and {b} are feasible in D′. Thus, D′ is one of the following delta-matroids:
(1) ({a, b}, {{a, b}, ∅}),
(2) ({a, b}, {{a, b}, {a}, ∅}),
(3) ({a, b}, {{a, b}, {b}, ∅}), or
(4) ({a, b}, {{a}, {b}, ∅}).
Therefore, a and b are F -interlaced.
For the reverse implication, note that if a and b are F -interlaced, (D ∗ F )|{a, b}
is one of the four delta-matroids above. It is not difficult to show that each of these
delta-matroids is connected and nontrivial, completing the proof. 
We can now give the definition of the fundamental graphs of a delta-matroid
from [Bou01, Gee95] in the language of interlacement.
Definition 3.5. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. Let F ∈ F . The fundamental
graph of D with respect to F , denoted Γ(D,F ), is the graph with vertex set E and
two vertices adjacent when they are F -interlaced. In this setting, I(F ; a) is the
open neighborhood of a in Γ(D,F ).
3.1. Feasible-set activities. Motivated by the ribbon-graph activities of [CKS11,
VT11, But12, Dew07], we use interlacement in delta-matroids to generalize matroid
basis activities to delta-matroid feasible-set activites.
Definition 3.6. LetD = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let F ∈ F . Let< be a total
order on E. A point a ∈ E is active with respect to F if it is the lowest-ordered
point in I(F ; a), i.e. a is active if a is not F -interlaced with any lower-ordered
points. A point that is not active is said to be inactive. We say a is internal if
a ∈ F and external otherwise.
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It is not necessarily obvious that, for a matroid, this definition corresponds with
the usual definition of matroid activity, which we now recall. Let M = (E,B) be
a matroid described by its bases with < a total order on E. Let B be a basis of
M and let a ∈ E. Suppose a 6∈ B. Then there is a unique circuit C(B; a) in B ∪ a
called a fundamental circuit. Then recall that a is said to be externally active if
it is the least element of the fundamental circuit C(B; a), and externally inactive
otherwise. Suppose a ∈ B. Then a is internally active if a is externally active with
respect to E \B in M ∗ E and internally inactive otherwise.
Proposition 3.7. Let M = (E,B) be a matroid. Let B ∈ B and let a 6∈ B. Then
I(B; a) = C(B; a).
Proof. Since M is a matroid, all feasible sets have the same size, and so a is B-
orientable. Thus, I(B; a) is precisely the set of points with which a is B-paired.
Suppose b is B-paired with a. Then there exists B′ ∈ B such that {a, b} = B∆B′.
Again, since M is a matroid, b ∈ B and B \ {b} ⊆ B′. Suppose b 6∈ C(B; a). Then
C(B; a) ⊆ (B \ {b})∪{a} = B′. But this latter set is independent, a contradiction.
Thus, b ∈ C(B; a).
Now suppose b ∈ C(B; a). Since C(B; a) is the unique circuit in B ∪ {a},
B′ = (B \ {b})∪{a} is a basis for M for which B∆B′ = {a, b}. Thus, b is B-paired
with a, which, since M is a matroid, implies that a and b are B-interlaced. 
We conclude in Theorem 3.8 that the usual definition of activity for matroids
corresponds with the delta-matroidal definition.
Theorem 3.8. Let M = (E,B) be a matroid and let < be a total order on E. Let
B ∈ B. Let b ∈ E. Then b is externally active (thinking of M as a matroid) if
and only if b is external and active (thinking of M as a delta-matroid.) Dually, b
is internally active if and only if b is internal and active.
Proof. Suppose b is externally active. Then b 6∈ B and b is the lowest-ordered
element of C(B; b). Thus, b 6∈ B and b is the lowest-ordered element of I(B; b).
Hence, b is external and active. The reverse direction follows similarly. 
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4. Feasible set expansion of the transition polynomial
In this section we use the delta-matroid activities defined above to give feasible-
set expansions for delta-matroid polynomials. We will begin by computing a general
feasible-set expansion for a family of transition polynomials defined by Brijder and
Hoogeboom in [BH14].
Definition 4.1. (transition polynomial) [BH14] LetD = (E,F) be a delta-matroid.
An ordered 3-partition of E is an ordered triple (E1, E2, E3) of subsets of E such
that Ei∩Ej = ∅ for i 6= j and E =
⋃
Ei. Let P3 be the set of all ordered 3-partitions





The transition polynomials Q(w,x,0)(D; y) are of particular interest, as they in-
clude several well-studied delta-matroid polynomials (such as the interlace polyno-
mials and the Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial). Moreover, Brijder and Hoogeboom
have shown that Q(w,x,0)(D; y) satisfies the following Tutte-like deletion-contraction
recurrence, recalling that a point a ∈ E is nonsingular if a is neither a loop nor a
coloop.
Theorem 4.2. [BH14] Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid, and let a ∈ E be
nonsingular. Then,
(4.1) Q(w,x,0)(D; y) = wQ(w,x,0)(D \ a; y) + xQ(w,x,0)(D/a; y).
If every element of D is singular and D has c coloops and l loops, then
(4.2) Q(w,x,0)(D; y) = (x+ wy)
c(w + xy)l.
To obtain a feasible-set expansion of Q(w,x,0)(D; y), we begin by computing the
polynomial using a tree of minors of D analogous to the deletion-contraction com-
putation tree for the Tutte polynomial. Note that the tree constructed in Definition
4.3 generalizes the tree of partial resolutions considered in [CKS11, VT11, But12,
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(abc, {abc, ab, ac, bc, b, c, ∅})
(ab, {ab, b, ∅})













Figure 3. The computation of T (D) for the delta-matroid D with
ground-set {a, b, c} under the total order a < b < c and collection
of feasible sets P({a, b, c})\{a}. Note that this delta-matroid is not
ribbon-graphic (nor belongs to the larger class of “vf-safe” delta-
matroids) [CMNR16]. For convenience, we eliminate brackets and
commas in set notation wherever possible, so that, for example,
(ab, {ab, b, ∅}) is the delta-matroid with ground-set {a, b} and col-
lection of feasible sets {{a, b}, {b}, ∅}.
Dew07] for computing spanning quasi-tree expansions of ribbon-graph polynomials.
We define it in terms of deletions and contractions instead of partial resolutions to
make explicit the connections to the theory of deletion-contraction recurrences in
matroids and graph polynomials.
Definition 4.3. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let < be a total order on
E. We inductively construct a binary tree T (D), whose nodes are certain minors
of D. The root of T (D) is D. Suppose a node D′ has been added to T (D). If
every point of D′ is singular, then D′ is given no children (i.e. D′ will be a leaf of
T (D)). Otherwise, let a ∈ E(D′) be the highest ordered nonsingular point of D′.
The two children of D′ will be D′ \ a and D′/a.
Denote by L(D) the set of leaves of T (D). Let D′ be a node of T (D). Let P
be the unique path from D to D′ in T (D). Each edge of P corresponds to either
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deleting a point or contracting a point. Let D′c be the set of points contracted when
following P and let D′d be the set of points deleted when following P . If D
′ is a leaf,
then every point of D′ is either a loop or a coloop. Let D′co be the set of coloops of
D′ and D′lo be the set of loops of D
′.
Note that we obtain the following expression for Q(w,x,0)(D; y) in terms of L(D).





w|Ld|x|Lc|(x+ wy)|Lco|(w + xy)|Llo|.(4.3)
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.2. 
In the remainder of this section, we will compute the exponents in Equation 4.3
in terms of activities with respect to feasible sets, thereby obtaining a feasible-set
expansion of Q(w,x,0)(D; y). First, note that we can characterize feasible sets in
nodes of T (D).
Lemma 4.5. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let < be a total order on
E. Let D′ be a node of T (D). A set F ′ ⊆ E(D′) is feasible in D′ if and only if
F = F ′ ∪D′c is feasible in D.
Proof. Note that since only nonsingular points are deleted or contracted when form-
ing D′, the definitions of deletion and contraction imply that
F(D′) = {F \D′c : F ∈ F , D′c ⊆ F, and F ∩D′d = ∅}.
The result follows. 
Lemma 4.5 motivates the following definition, which we state for arbitrary sets
not only for feasible sets.
Definition 4.6. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let < be a total order on
E. Let D′ be a node of T (D). We say A ⊆ E(D) is covered by D′ if D′c ⊆ A ⊆
D′c ∪ E(D′).
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We can now show that each leaf covers a unique feasible set and each feasible
set is covered by a unique leaf, allowing us to rewrite the sum of Equation 4.3 as a
sum over feasible sets as follows in Lemma 4.9.
Lemma 4.7. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let < be a total order on E.
Every subset of E is covered by exactly one leaf of T (D).
Proof. Let A ⊆ E. Then A corresponds to the following unique maximal path P
in T (D). The first node of P is D. Suppose we have constructed the first k nodes
D1, D2, . . . , Dk of P . If Dk is a leaf of T (D) we are done. Otherwise, let a be the
highest nonsingular point of Dk. If a ∈ A, add Dk/a to P . Otherwise, add Dk \ a
to P .
Let L(A) be the final node of P . By construction, L(A)c ⊆ A and any points in
A \ L(A)c are in E(L(A)). Thus, L(A) covers A. Suppose some other leaf L′(A)
covers A. Let P ′ be the unique path from D to L′(A). Let D′ be the highest-
level node in P ∩ P ′. Since L′(A) is distinct from L(A), D′ is not a leaf. So let
b be the highest-ordered nonsingular point of D′. The next node of P is D′/b
if and only if the next node of P ′ is D′ \ b. That is, b ∈ L(A)c if and only if
b ∈ E \ (L′(A)c ∪ E(L′(A))). Thus, L′(A) cannot cover A. 
Lemma 4.8. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let < be a total order on E.
Let L be a leaf of T (D). Then there is a unique feasible set F = Lco ∪ Lc covered
by L.
Proof. Since every point of L is singular, L has a unique feasible set consisting of
all its coloops, namely Lco. Therefore, by Lemma 4.5, L covers a unique feasible
set F = Lco ∪ Lc of D. 
Lemma 4.8 allows us to rewrite the expansion in Equation 4.3 of Q(w,x,0)(D; y)
over leaves of T (D) as a feasible-set expansion. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid
and let < be a total order on E. For each F ∈ F , let L(F ) be the unique leaf
covering F guaranteed by Lemma 4.7.
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w|L(F )d|x|L(F )c|(x+ wy)|L(F )co|(w + xy)|L(F )loop|.(4.4)
By computing the exponents of Equation 4.4 in terms of activities with respect
to F , we will obtain our desired activity-based feasible-set expansion. To that end,
we show in Theorem 4.13 that E(L(F )) is precisely the set of active and orientable
points with respect to F . Note that this result generalizes theorems for quasi-trees
in ribbon-graphs appearing in [CKS11, VT11, But12, Dew07]. We will first need a
lemma regarding interlacement and orientability.
Lemma 4.10. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let F ∈ F and a ∈ E. If a
is F -orientable, then any feasible set in D ∗ F containing a intersects I(F ; a).
Proof. Suppose a is F -orientable. Let H be a feasible set in D ∗ F containing a.
Since ∅ is feasible in D ∗F , we can apply the Symmetric Exchange Axiom to ∅∆H.
Since a ∈ ∅∆H, there exists b ∈ ∅∆H such that ∅∆{a, b} = {a, b} is feasible in
D∗F . Since a is F -orientable, a 6= b. Thus, a and b form an F -pair in which at most
one point is nonorientable, i.e. a and b are F -interlaced. Thus, b ∈ H ∩I(F ; a). 
Nonsingular points are essential to constructing T (D), and so it will be useful
to be able to recognize these in terms of the covering relation.
Lemma 4.11. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let < be a total order on E.
Let D′ be a node of T (D). Let a ∈ E(D′). Suppose there exist distinct feasible sets
F and F ′ of D both covered by D′, with a ∈ F and a 6∈ F ′. Then a is nonsingular
in D′.
Proof. Since F and F ′ are covered by D′, F = D′c ∪ H and F2 = D′c ∪ H ′ where
H,H ′ ∈ F(D′). Now a 6∈ D′c, and so a ∈ H. Moreover, a 6∈ F ′ and therefore
a 6∈ H ′. Thus, a is in at least one feasible set of D′, and so is not a loop, and
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a is not in at least one feasible set of d′, and so is not a coloop. Therefore, a is
nonsingular. 
Lemma 4.12. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let < be a total order on
E. Let D′ be a node of T (D) covering the feasible set F . Suppose a, b ∈ E(D′)
are F -interlaced, and at least one of a or b is F -orientable. Then a and b are both
nonsingular in D′.
Proof. Since a and b are F -interlaced and at least one is F -orientable, F ′ =
F∆{a, b} is feasible in D. Since F is covered by D′ and both a and b are in
E(D′), F ′ is also covered by D′. Now a ∈ F if and only if a 6∈ F ′ and b ∈ F if and
only if b 6∈ F ′. Thus, by Lemma 4.11, both a and b are nonsingular in D′. 
We can now prove that E(L(F )) is the set of active and orientable points with
respect to F .
Theorem 4.13. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let < be a total order on
E. Let F ∈ F . Let L = L(F ). Then a ∈ E(L) if and only if a is active and
orientable with respect to F .
Proof. Suppose a ∈ E(L). By way of contradiction, suppose a is F -nonorientable.
Then there exists F ′ ∈ F such that F∆F ′ = {a}. But then F 6= F ′ and L covers
F ′. This contradicts Lemma 4.8. Thus, a is orientable. Next, we will show that a is
active. Suppose b is F -interlaced with a. Since a is orientable, F ′ = F∆{a, b} ∈ F .
Observe that if b is also in E(L), then L would cover F ′, contradicting Lemma 4.8.
Thus, b 6∈ E(L). Hence, there exists a unique nearest ancestor D′ of L in T (D)
such that b ∈ E(D′) and b is the highest-ordered nonsingular point of D′. Now
F is covered by D′, and we have that a, b ∈ E(D′) are F -interlaced with a being
F -orientable. Thus, by Lemma 4.12, a is nonsingular in D′, implying b > a.
Now, suppose a is active and orientable with respect to F . By way of con-
tradiction, suppose a 6∈ E(L). Let D′ be the nearest ancestor of L such that
a ∈ E(D′) and a is the highest-ordered nonsingular point of D′. We claim that
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I(F ; a) ∩E(D′) = ∅. Indeed suppose otherwise, and let b ∈ I(F ; a) ∩E(D′). Then
a, b ∈ E(D′) are F -interlaced, F is covered by D′, and a is F -orientable. Thus, by
Lemma 4.12, b is nonsingular in D′. But since a is active, a < b, which contra-
dicts the assumption that a is the highest-ordered nonsingular point of D′. Thus,
b 6∈ E(D′). Therefore, I(F ; a) ∩ E(D′) = ∅.
Consider the following (mutually exclusive) cases: either D′/a covers F or D′ \a
covers F . Suppose D′ \ a covers F . Since a is nonsingular in D′, there is a feasible
set F ′ covered by D/a. Note that since F is covered by D′ \ a and F ′ is covered
by F/a, a ∈ F∆F ′. Moreover, by the definition of twisting, F∆F ′ is feasible in
D ∗ F . Thus, by Lemma 4.10, there exists some point b ∈ I(F ; a) ∩ (F∆F ′). Since
I(F ; a) ∩ E(D′) = ∅, b 6∈ E(D′). Thus, b ∈ D′c or b ∈ D′d. Since both F and F ′ are
covered by D, if b ∈ D′c then b ∈ F ∩ F ′ and if b ∈ D′d then b 6∈ F ∪ F ′. In either
case, we find that b 6∈ F∆F ′, a contradiction.
The case where D′/a covers F leads to a similar contradiction. Therefore, a ∈
E(L) as desired. 
Corollary 4.14. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid and let < be a total order on
E. Let F ∈ F . Let In(F ) be the set of internal, active, and orientable points with
respect to F and let Ex(F ) be the set of external, active, and orientable points with
respect to F . Set i(F ) = |In(F )| and j(F ) = |Ex(F )|. Then
(1) |L(F )co| = i(F ),
(2) |L(F )lo| = j(F )
(3) |L(F )c|+ |L(F )co| = |F |, and
(4) |L(F )d| = |E| − |F | − j(F ).
Proof. First, note that Theorem 4.13 implies the equalities
In(F ) = E(L(F )) ∩ F = L(F )co
and
Ex(F ) = E(L(F )) \ F = L(F )lo
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of sets. Part (1) follows from the first of these equalities, while Part (2) follows
from the second.
Next, by Lemma 4.8 we have F = L(F )c ∪ L(F )co, where the union is disjoint
since, by definition, L(F )co ⊆ E(L(F )) while L(F )c ∩ E(L(F )) = ∅. Thus, |F | =
|L(F )c|+ |L(F )co, proving part (3).
To prove Part (4), note that the points deleted from D to obtain L are precisely
those points that are neither in E(L) nor were contracted from D to obtain L.
That is,
L(F )d = E \ (E(L(F )) ∪ L(F )c).
But E(L(F )) ∪ L(F )c = F unionsq L(F )lo, where unionsq denotes disjoint union, and so
|L(F )d| = |E \ (F unionsq L(F )lo)| = |E| − |F | − j(F ).

We can now compute a feasible-set expansion for the transition polynomial
Q(w,x,0)(D; y).
Theorem 4.15. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. Let < be any total order on
E. Let F ∈ F . Let i(F ) be the number of internal, active, and orientable points
with respect to F and let j(F ) be the number of external, active, and orientable
points with respect to F . Then
(4.5) Q(w,x,0)(D; y) =
∑
F∈F


















w|E|−|F |x|F |(1 + (w/x)y)i(F )(1 + (x/w)y)j(F )
where the first equality is simply that of Equation 4.4, the third follows from Corol-
lary 4.14, and the remainder are standard algebraic manipulations. 
5. The Interlace and Bolloba´s-Riordan Polynomials
Delta-matroids associated to ribbon-graphs are defined in terms of the edge-set of
the ribbon graph, while delta-matroids associated to abstract graphs are defined in
terms of the vertex-set of the abstract graph. As a result, both graph polynomials
defined in terms of edge-sets (like the Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial) and graph
polynomials defined in terms of vertex-sets (like the interlace polynomial) have
been generalized to delta-matroids [CMNR14, BH14]. In fact, both the Bolloba´s-
Riordan polynomial and interlace polynomial are specializations of the transition
polynomial Q(w,x,0)(D; y). Thus, applying our main result, we can compute feasible
set expansions of each of these polynomials in terms of delta-matroid activities. We
give in Figure 4 a diagram of the combinatorial objects and polynomials involved
in this section.
5.1. The Interlace Polynomial. Brijder and Hoogeboom recently generalized













Figure 4. A diagram of the combinatorial objects and polyno-
mials we consider. Dotted arrows indicate the map from abstract
graphs to delta-matroids. Dashed arrows indicate the map from
embedded graphs to delta-matroids. Doubled arrows should be
read as “provides a feasible-set expansion for.” The polynomials
are named without reference to variables – q is the two-variable in-
terlace polynomial of a graph or delta-matroid, Q is the transition
polynomial Q(w,x,0)(D; y), R˜ is the two-variable Bolloba´s-Riordan
polynomial of a ribbon graph or delta-matroid, and T is the Tutte
polynomial of a graph or matroid.
Definition 5.1. [BH14] Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. The two-variable
interlace polynomial of D is




The one-variable interlace polynomial is




Theorem 4.15 gives the following feasible-set expansion of q¯(D;x, y).
Theorem 5.2. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. Let < be any total order on E.
Let F ∈ F . Let i(F ) be the number of internal, active, and orientable points with
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respect to F and let j(F ) be the number of external, active, and orientable points
with respect to F . Then
(5.3) q¯(D;x, y) =
∑
F∈F
x|F |(1 + y/x)i(F )(1 + xy)j(F ).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.15. 
As a corollary, we obtain the following feasible-set expansion of the single-variable
interlace polynomial.
Corollary 5.3. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. For any total order < on E
we have










5.2. The Bolloba´s-Riordan Polynomial. The Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial was
originally constructed as a generalization of the Tutte polynomial to the domain
of ribbon graphs. Recently, Chun et al. have shown that the Bolloba´s-Riordan
polynomial of a ribbon graph is determined by its ribbon-graphic delta-matroid,
and so they obtained a generalization of the Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial to delta-
matroids [CMNR16]. A normalized two-variable version of this polynomial (orig-
inally studied for ribbon graphs) has taken on additional significance for delta-
matroids due to recent results of Krajewski et al. on combinatorial Hopf algebras
[KMT15]. In particular, they have shown that the two-variable Bolloba´s-Riordan
polynomial of a delta-matroid is in some sense the canonical Tutte-like polynomial
for delta-matroids under usual deletion and contraction [KMT15]. In this section,
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we use a connection between the two-variable interlace polynomial and this two-
variable Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial to obtain a feasible-set expansion of the latter
in terms of delta-matroid activities.
The two-variable Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial is defined in terms of the follow-
ing rank function.
Definition 5.4. (rank functions) [CMNR14] Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid.
Define σ(D) = 12 (rmax(E) + rmin(E)). For A ⊆ E, define σD(A) = σ(D|A). Recall
that w(D) = rmax(E)− rmin(E).
Definition 5.5. (Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial) [CMNR14] Let D = (E,F) be a




(x− 1)σ(E)−σ(A)(y − 1)|A|−σ(A).
Note that if D is a matroid, σD is precisely the rank function of D. Hence,
for matroids, the Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial is the usual Tutte polynomial. The
Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial can be obtained from a three-variable version.
Definition 5.6. (three-variable Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial) [CMNR14] Let D =
(E,F) be a delta-matroid. The three-variable Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial of D is




Theorem 5.7. [CMNR14] Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. Then
R˜(D;x+ 1, y + 1) = xw(D)/2R(D;x+ 1, y, 1/
√
xy)
The three-variable Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial can be obtained from the two-
variable interlace polynomial (and transition polynomial).

















Proof. The first equality follows from the definition of the two-variable interlace
polynomial, the second equality is Proposition 5.9 of [CMNR16]. 
We therefore obtain the following feasible-set expansion of the Bolloba´s-Riordan
polynomial.
Theorem 5.9. Let D = (E,F) be a delta-matroid. For F ∈ F , let i(F ) be the
number of internal, active, and orientable points with respect to F and let j(F ) be




(x− 1)(rmax(E)−|F |)/2 (y − 1)(|F |−rmin(E))/2 xi(F )yj(F )
Proof. Observe that








































x(rmax(E)−|F |)/2y(|F |−rmin(E))/2(x+ 1)i(F )(y + 1)j(F ).
where the first equality follows from Theorem 5.7, the third by Theorem 5.8, and
the fourth by Theorem 4.15. The result follows by substituting x and y for x + 1
and y + 1. 
For matroids, this reduces to the usual basis expansion of the Tutte polynomial.
Corollary 5.10. Let D = (E,F) be a matroid. Then





Proof. Since D is a matroid, rmax(E) − |F | = |F | − rmin(E) = 0 for any F ∈ F .
Thus,
R˜(M ;x, y) =
∑
F∈F







We have shown that the transition polynomial Q(w,x,0)(D; y) has an activities
based feasible-set expansion, and used this expansion to obtain activity expansions
for the Bolloba´s-Riordan and interlace polynomials. There are a number of open
questions remaining.
For example, our result for the Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial applies only to
the two-variable version. In [CMNR14], the full Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial of a
delta-matroid D = (E,F) is given as a sum over subsets of E. Lemmas 4.7 and 4.9
partition the powerset of E into parts each containing a single feasible set, and hence
this sum over edge-sets can, in principle, be rewritten as a sum over feasible sets.
Indeed, this was the strategy taken in [CKS11, Dew07, VT11] to compute spanning
quasi-tree expansions of the Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial for ribbon graphs. It
may be possible to take a similar approach to compute a feasible-set expansion of
the full Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial for delta-matroids.
In general, this paper provides additional evidence that minor-based recursive
definitions should correspond to activity-based expansions. However, we know of
no general theoretical explanation of this connection. Multimatroids, objects gen-
eralizing matroids and delta-matroids, have a rich structure of minor operations:
a k-matroid has in some sense k different “directions” in which to take minors.
Perhaps multimatroid theory can provide some insight into the connection between
minor-based recursion and activities.
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Abstract
Self-assembly using DNA origami methods requires determining a route for the
scaffolding strand through the targeted structure. Here we provide strategies and
software tools for determining optimal routes for reporter or scaffolding strands
through graph-like (ball-and-rod) constructs. The approach applies to complex
constructs, for example arbitrary geometric embeddings of graphs rather than
surface meshes, lattice subsets, and meshes on higher genus surfaces than spheres.
The software notably allows the user the flexibility of specifying ranked preferences
for augmenting edges and for the possible configurations of branched junctions.
The greater topological complexity of arbitrary graph embeddings and meshes on
higher genus surfaces can result in scaffolding strand routes that are knotted in 3
space, so we also present necessary caveats for these settings.
Keywords: DNA self-assembly, DNA origami, scaffolding strand, reporter
strand, Eulerian circuits, turning costs, augmenting edges, knotted DNA.
1. Introduction
There is significant and increasing interest in DNA origami ([Rot05] [Rot06]) or
tile ([CS91] [SAJS03] [SAJS04]) self-assembly of nanoscale graph-like structures,
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that is, constructs such as lattice subsets, polyhedral skeletons, or spherical tri-
angulations ([CS91] [ADN+09] [GCXS09] [TVN+11] [IKJ+14] [BMG+]), that may
be modeled as the vertices and edges of a graph (ball-and-rod structures). Graphs
were explicitly targeted by [SAJS03] for example. Graph-like structures such as
(cubes [CS91]; truncated octahedra [ZS94]; rigid octahedra [SQJ04]; tetrahedra,
dodecahedra, and buckyballs [HYS+08]; and a 3D crystalline lattice [ZBC+09])
have been assembled via branched junction molecules. It is now feasible to assem-
ble these and similar structures from DNA origami.
Building a structure using self-assembly of DNA molecules by origami folding
entails finding a route for a scaffolding strand through the desired structure that
will then be paired with numerous staple strands. Other assembly methods also
use a strand routing through the structure, e.g. a reporter strand, as an essential
step of the design phase or to demonstrate successful construction of a target
structure (see e.g. [JSW09]). As recently demonstrated in [BMG+], augmented
triangulations of a sphere (polyhedral meshes of various shapes) may be efficiently
assembled from a single long circular strand of DNA, the scaffolding strand, once
a route through the mesh has been determined. However, for general graph-like
structures, the routing problem is much more challenging.
Here we provide an overview of some design strategies and software tools avail-
able to address the challenge of determining an optimal route for a scaffolding
strand in DNA origami self-assembly of graph-like constructs. This includes a
discussion of the pros and cons of various approaches to modifying the target
structure as needed to accommodate a single circular scaffolding strand. We then
give a pragmatic approach to the NP-Hard problem of determining an optimal
route for the scaffolding strand by converting it to a Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP) and leveraging TSP algorithms. We also establish that for topologically
complex target structures, solutions to the strand routing problem may result in
the scaffolding strand being knotted when embedded in the target structure in
3D, thus prohibiting assembly from a circular scaffolding strand of DNA.
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When the target structure is graph-like, the route of the scaffolding strand
through the construct corresponds to an Eulerian circuit through the graph. At
each vertex, this route turns from one edge to another. Often, the properties
of DNA and the geometric constraints of a branched junction molecule mean
that one or another of the possible turnings is structurally more feasible than
others. These preferences may be encoded as as sets of turning costs at each
vertex. With this, an optimal route for a scaffolding strand then corresponds to
an Eulerian circuit through the graph with minimum turning cost. Since solving
general instances of this problem has been shown to be NP-Hard in [EMMMP14],
alternative pragmatic approaches to the problem are needed.
Here we offer strategies, and supporting software, for first appropriately mod-
ifying a reasonably sized graph-like structure as needed to enable a routing and
then finding an optimal route for the scaffolding strand. The approach applies to
arbitrary geometric embeddings of graphs, including lattice subsets, shapes with
interior structures, and meshes on higher genus surfaces than spheres, such as Fig-
ures 1 and 2. The tactic reduces the routing problem to a combination of weighted
matching and the TSP, and then applies tools for these well-known problems to
solve the routing problem. We provide links to software specialized for this appli-
cation that is suitable for proof-of-concept designs. However, the reductions and
interfaces may then be adapted to leverage existing powerful software repositories
for the TSP for larger projects.
The design strategy involves a two step process. The first step is modifying
the target construct as needed to enable an Eulerian circuit through it. There are
several ways to do this depending on the design constraints, and we survey these
in Section 2. In the event that new edges may be added to the target structure
to make it Eulerian, for convenience we provide a very simple Excel spreadsheet
where the user may specify ranked preferences for the augmenting edges, and the
program outputs an optimal set of augmenting edges.
The second, and much more challenging, step is finding an optimal route
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through the structure once it has been modified to be Eulerian. The general
problem for the second step, that of finding an Eulerian circuit with minimum
turning costs, was shown to be NP-Hard in [EMMMP14]. However, the problem
is equivalent to the TSP, and so we adapt the Held-Karp dynamic programming
algorithm for the TSP to this application. This algorithm requires exponential
time in the size of the input, but can be used for instances of strand routing with
a constrained number of preferred turnings.
The scaffolding strands used to date in DNA origami are typically unknotted
circles, although linear strands have also been used [HLS09]. Such objects cannot
form knots without being broken and reattached. Thus, the route for the scaf-
folding strand through the target structure cannot form a topological knot if the
target is to be assembled from a single circular strand of DNA. In the case that
the target structure is a triangular mesh on a surface topologically equivalent to
a sphere and the scaffolding strand is not permitted to cross itself, such as those
in [BMG+], then the strand will not be knotted. However, this is not true for
arbitrary graph-like structures, for example meshes on surfaces with higher genus
than the sphere. We conclude with a discussion of this design challenge.
Figure 1: A graph with a geometric realization that is not a surface mesh
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Figure 2: A mesh on a higher genus surface (torus)
2. Augmenting Edges
The graph underlying a graph-like construct assembled from a single circular
strand of DNA as the scaffolding strand must necessarily be Eulerian, that is,
be connected and have all vertices of even degree. If the original construct does
not have the structure of an Eulerian graph, then there are three approaches to
enabling assembly: 1) The scaffolding strand may retrace a subset of the edges;
2) a subset of the edges may be duplicated; 3) additional edges, called augment-
ing edges, may be added to the structure. Each approach has advantages and
disadvantages.
The first approach has been studied in [JSW09]. Here the route of the reporter
strand through the graph must trace each edge at least once. However, while the
route may retrace one or more edges, it must not double back on any edge (that is,
follow it to a vertex, then turn and immediately retrace the edge), and any edge
that is traversed twice must be covered once in each direction. There will be a dou-
ble helix along these retraced edges in the final construct. In [JSW09], the assem-
bly process entails the ligation of double stranded branched junctions constructed
from the fusion of short oligonucleotides via the hybridization of ‘sticky ends’,
short single-stranded overhangs whose sequence can be programmed; a group of
sticky ends can be made sufficiently orthogonal to each other so that there is no
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incorrect cohesion between sticky ends in any appropriate set of solution condi-
tions.
This method has the advantage of using only the given edges of the graph,
and thus not requiring modification of the targeted construction. However, it in-
troduces a sequencing design challenge in that the scaffolding strand must have
complementary sequences along regions that double trace an edge. Furthermore,
while the results of [JSW09] guarantee a solution, that is, the existence of a re-
porter strand route covering every edge at least once with no double back and
bidirectional retraced edges, no efficient algorithm is yet known to return a mini-
mum length (i.e. with the fewest possible retraced edges) route.
In the second approach, some subset of the edges may be duplicated (replacing
one edge by two edges with the same endpoints), with two double helices side-by-
side in these locations in the final construct. This approach is used in [BMG+] and
is basically a solution to the Chinese Postman Problem (CPP). There is an efficient
algorithm for solving the CPP, based on finding a minimum weighted matching,
which gives a set of minimum length paths between pairs of odd degree vertices.
(Recall that every graph has an even number of odd degree vertices.) The edges
along these paths are duplicated, resulting in an Eulerian multigraph. Note that
this approach differs from that of [JSW09] in that the duplicated edges need not
be traversed in opposite directions, and in the resulting construct these edges will
be twice as thick as other edges, being comprised of two double helices of DNA
rather than just one. Here the advantage is a fast and well-known algorithm, but
at the expense of all the edges along the minimum length paths having two double
helices, and all the vertices along these paths needing two additional arms.
Alternatively, in the third approach, augmenting edges may be added to the
structure between pairs of vertices with odd degree, rather than duplicating or
retracing edges. An optimal set of augmenting edges may be found by apply-
ing a minimum weighted matching algorithm, for example Edmonds’s polynomial
time Blossom algorithm [Edm65]. There are free weighted matching algorithm
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implementations available [Ski], but for smaller instances it is possible to solve the
corresponding integer programming formulation with a general purpose solver.
For the convenience of researchers in DNA self-assembly, we provide an easy im-
plementation in Excel, tailored for this application, that is available at [sof].
The disadvantage to this approach is the imposition of additional edges which
are not part of the originally targeted structure. However, there are several advan-
tages. As with the second approach, there are fast and well-known algorithms and
software implementations for solving the problem. The edges, new and old, are
covered exactly once by the scaffolding strand. However, the notable advantage
here is that the approach accommodates user-defined preferences for the desirabil-
ity of the augmenting edges, and the algorithms return an optimal set of edges
based on these rankings. For example, possible augmenting edges may be ranked
by how close their lengths are to an integer number of full turns of DNA, or they
may be ranked by how much of an impediment their location would be in the final
construct, or ranked with respect to the angles of intersection with their endpoints,
etc., depending on the design priorities of the project.
The Excel solver we share at [sof] is suitable for quick prototyping of small
examples. For greatest flexibility in application, it accommodates any user-defined
ranking of augmenting edges; these rankings will be highly individualized by a
particular project. However, the default ranking is based on edge length, since
one of the most likely design criteria is that any new edges should have lengths
compatible with those in the target structure. Thus, assuming the existing edges
in the target structure will be realized by a double helix of DNA with an integer
number of full or half twists, an augmenting edge should also have length as close
as possible to an integer number of full or half twists of DNA. Because of this,
the preferability of an augmenting edge is weighted by how nearly it achieves this
length. To establish the ranking based on edge lengths, the user may input the
coordinates of the vertices of the target construct. Based on these coordinates, the
program automatically assigns weights to the possible augmenting edges based on
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the distance between the endpoint vertices. The program can readily be modified
for half-integral helicity. However, the program also allows the user to adjust the
weights indicating how preferable each possible augmenting edge is. For example,
near-integral helicity for small numbers of turns is highly stressful and may lead
to failure to achieve the target. Adding single-stranded T’s (say, 1 or 2) to relax
the strands as treated in [HYS+08] may be desirable. That the user may override
the default weights in the program accordingly to account for the small increase in
length accommodates this kind of consideration. Indeed, there is no restriction on
the weights, so they can encode any preference scheme for the augmenting edges
that the user determines is appropriate to a given project.
The program then returns a most preferable set of augmenting edges for the
specific application. However, depending on the weighting scheme, solutions may
include edges which intersect, for example if augmenting edges are allowed to pass
through the interior of the structure, such as the body diagonals of a cube. In
some settings the strands may be flexible enough to pass by each other. Alter-
natively, this may be resolved either by adding a vertex at the intersection point
and including it as part of the final construct as a four-armed branched junction
molecule, or by rerunning the program with the weights adjusted so that one or
more of the intersecting edges are prohibited.
Figure 3 illustrates the three approaches to adapting a non-Eulerian graph to
enable a routing of a scaffolding strand. Here we show a Schlegel diagram of a
cube with subdivided edges. There are eight vertices of odd degree, so the graph
is not Eulerian. In Figure 3a, a possible route is shown in blue using the first
approach. All edges are traversed twice (one in each direction), except the four on
the center face, which are traversed only once. The theory in [JSW09] guarantees
the existence of such a route, but does not address finding one with a minimum
number of repeated edges, so there may well be solutions with fewer repeated
edges. Figure 3b gives a Chinese Postman solution. Here there are minimum
length paths between vertices of odd degree. The red dotted edges along these
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paths are duplicated edges in the structure, added in parallel to the existing edges.
The graph is now Eulerian, but with eight more edges and twelve vertices with
degree increased by one or two. Figure 3c shows the graph with augmented edges.
The curved edge, although distorted by the Schlegel diagram projection, is actually
a straight diagonal across a face of the cube. The graph is now Eularian, with four
new edges, and the eight vertices of degree three now have degree four. If all the
edges have unit length, then this is the solution returned by the program using
the default weights generated by distances between odd degree vertices, since the
possible lengths of augmenting edges are 2
√
2 for the face diagonals and 2
√
3 for
the body diagonals. The former is closer to an integer than the latter, so face
diagonals are selected.
 
(a) Approach One: Bidirectional double
tracing
 
(b) Approach Two: Chinese Postman
 
(c) Approach Three: Augmenting edges
Figure 3: Various methods for adapting a non-Eulerian graph
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3. Eulerian Circuits with Turning Costs
Once the target construct has the structure of an Eulerian graph, the next step
is to determine an optimal route for the scaffolding strand. This route corresponds
to an Eulerian circuit through the graph, with a choice of turning from one edge
to another made at each vertex as the circuit traverses all the edges of the graph.
In the target construct, a wide variety of factors may influence the feasibility of
a particular turning of the scaffolding strand through a vertex. For example, in
general a branched junction consists of a series of polar strands wherein the front
end of one strand is hybridized by hydrogen bonding to the back end of the next
strand to form a double helical ‘arm’ [See82]. It is possible for adjacent arms to
stack to form a longer double helix, particularly in 4-arm junctions, but there
is no precedent for non-adjacent arms to stack [WMKS91]. Such considerations
constrain the route of the scaffolding strand. For example, a turning in an Eulerian
circuit would have low cost if it corresponds to a configuration the scaffolding
strand would readily adopt, a medium cost if the strand can be made to conform
to the configuration albeit perhaps with some difficulty, and a high cost if the
DNA strand is physically incapable of assuming the configuration. The best route
for the scaffolding strand would only require turns that the strand follows readily,
i.e., those that correspond to minimal cost turnings in an Eulerian circuit.
Being able to specify preferred turnings is especially important because of the
constraints on stacking within branched junctions noted above. Likewise, if the
route is too stressed, it can be relaxed by the approach of [HYS+08]. The flexibility
inherent in large constructs enables the construction of many structures that are
very difficult on the smallest scales. It is useful to remember that the persistence
length (a measure of stiffness) of double helical DNA is approximately 50 nm,
about 17 turns of DNA. Note that a piece of DNA of the persistence length of
DNA or shorter is not linear but capable of extensive curvature [Hag88].
We emphasize that assembly of the sparse graph-like structures we address
here requires different design strategies than those for solid or for nearly solid
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structures. For example, the design strategies for ‘filled’ constructions, such as
the stars and smiley faces of [Rot06], or the 3D solid bricks, honeycombs and
modularly assembled icosahedra of [DDS09], use scaffolding strand routes that
are essentially space-filling. The scaffold routing challenges there revolve around
filling either a 2D shape or a subset of a honeycomb lattice and are generally
well-understood with readily available software solutions [cad].
In contrast, the problem of finding an optimal route for a scaffolding strand
through a graph-like structure was shown to be NP-Hard in [EMMMP14]. Thus,
pragmatic approaches to the problem are needed. One effective strategy is to
restrict attention to structures for which polynomial time solutions exist, for ex-
ample 4-regular meshes on genus 0 surfaces. However, for more general objects,
another approach is to leverage existing software for similarly difficult problems.
In [EMMMP14] a polynomial time reduction from the problem of finding an opti-
mal Eulerian circuit to the TSP was also given. This means that strategies for the
TSP may now be brought to bear on the problem of routing a scaffolding strand.
Because complex junctions may require sophisticated arrangements of the DNA
strands through them, the software permits the user to specify the desirability of
the various route options. This is particularly important for graph-like structures
such as the cube in Figure 1, where the best routing through a vertex may depend
on the number of edges and their particular geometry, and cannot be specified
globally as for a spherical triangulation. In a surface mesh, the vertices are lo-
cally planar, so inherit a rotation system where incident edges may be viewed as
bounding the same face, and hence feasible as consecutive edges in the route for
the scaffolding path. However, in an arbitrary graph-like construct, the arms of a
vertex may not be locally planar, as in the center vertex of Figure 1. Here it is in
fact impossible for the scaffolding strand to follow only the faces of the cube.
A brief overview of the reduction is as follows, while full formal details may
be found in [EMMMP14]. Our algorithm uses this reduction and then solves the
resulting TSP.
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Turning Cost: Let G be an Eulerian graph and v be a vertex of G. A pairing
at v is a set {e, f}, where e and f are distinct edges (half-edges in the case of a
loop) incident with v. To every pairing {e, f} we associate a turning cost of the
pairing, denoted by wv(e, f). We call the set of costs at a vertex v the turning
costs at v. We use non-negative turning costs and the convention that the better
a turning is, the lower its turning cost.
An Eulerian circuit C has an associated cost at each vertex since it pairs edges
at a vertex v if they appear consecutively in C. We denote this cost by TC(v).






Given an Eulerian graph with turning costs for each pair of adjacent edges,
the objective is to find an Eulerian circuit C with minimum cost w(C).
We use line graphs to reduce this problem to the TSP. Recall that the line
graph L(G) of a graph G has a vertex for each edge of G, and two vertices are
adjacent in L(G) if and only if the corresponding edges are adjacent in G. Thus,
an edge of L(G) corresponds to a possible turning at a vertex of G, and hence to
a pair of consecutive edges in a possible scaffolding strand route.
The input to our program is an Eulerian graph G together with turning costs
for all pairs of adjacent edges. From G, we construct L(G). We then assign
to each edge of L(G) the turning cost of the pair of edges corresponding to it.
An Eulerian circuit in the original graph G then corresponds to a Hamiltonian
cycle in the line graph L(G) (the converse is not in general true). Thus, an
optimal Eulerian circuit in G corresponds to a solution to the TSP, namely a
minimum cost Hamiltonian cycle, in L(G). Finally, we run a modified version of
the dynamic programming approach for the TSP of Held-Karp [HK] and Bellman
[Bel62] on the line graph to find an minimum cost Hamiltonian cycle in L(G) that
corresponds to an Eulerian circuit in the original graph. This is then identified
with the corresponding minimum cost Eulerian circuit in the original graph, and
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this circuit output as an optimal route for the scaffolding strand. The program
will also return all optimal Eulerian circuits if desired.
In terms of user interface, the program assumes a loopless graph G with vertices
labeled by positive integers. The input then consists of two .txt files, one that is
a list of the edges of the graph given as pairs of vertices, and another that is a
list of override weights (turning costs). The turning costs must be determined by
the user based on an assessment of the physical constraints of the junctions in the
specific target construct. From this list, a cost matrix, with rows and columns
indexed by the edges of G, is automatically populated with a 0 in any entry where
the edge indexing the row is adjacent to the edge indexing the column, and a -1
otherwise (diagonal entries are set to -1, since an edge can not be traced twice).
This default matrix corresponds to the situation where every possible turning has
zero cost that is, every route of the scaffolding strand through a vertex is equally
acceptable. In this case the algorithm simply finds all possible Eulerian circuits
in the graph. However, the second .txt file allows the user to modify the turning
costs. The second file consists of tuples of the form [a, b, c, w], where a, b, c are
vertex labels with [a, b] and [b, c] adjacent edges, and w is an override weight with
value -1 if the turning is infeasible, and value of a positive integer recording the
cost of the turning if the turning is permitted. For example, paths not through
adjacent double helices might be given override weights of -1. In general, the choice
of override weights will be determined by the user based on the constraints of a
specific project. The program modifies the cost matrix with the override weights,
and then returns either one or all minimum weight Eulerian circuits.
In general, the run time of the dynamic program is O(n22n−1) where n is the
number of vertices in the line graph [Bel62], which corresponds to the number
of edges in the Eulerian graph G. In practice, the worst case for the dynamic
program is when the underlying graph is dense (Kn). Here, the performance is
improved when physical constraints limit the number feasible turnings, because
the line graph does not include edges corresponding to prohibited turnings in G.
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While there are good approximation algorithms for special cases of the TSP, they
are not applicable here since the cost data will not satisfy the triangle inequality.
For example, assume the cube in Figure 1 has one vertex at the origin [0,0,0],
the center vertex at [1,1,1], and the vertex antipodal to the one at the origin at
[2,2,2]. See Figure 4a. Suppose turnings that follow the faces of the cube (e.g.
from edge ([1,0,0], [0,0,0]) to edge ([0,0,0], [0,1,0]) are the most desirable (cost
of 0), while turns from a face-bounding edge to a body diagonal edge are only
acceptable (cost of 1), and further suppose that all but the smallest angle turns at
the center vertex are prohibited (cost of -1), while the remainder are acceptable
(cost of 1). We construct the associated line graph, with edge costs corresponding
to these turning costs. This is illustrated in Figure 4b, where we show cost 0
edges with solid lines, and cost 1 edges with dashed lines. We use short dashes
for edges corresponding to turns from a side edge to a body diagonal, and long
dashes for edges corresponding to small-angle turns between two body diagonals.
We omit cost -1 edges that correspond to the prohibited wide-angle turns at the
center vertex.
For this example, the algorithm solves the TSP in the line graph, as in Figure
4c. Converting back to the original graph then produces the following correspond-
ing optimal route, which is shown in Figure 4d: [0,2,0], [1,1,1], [0,2,2], [0,0,2],
[1,1,1], [0,0,0], [0,0,2], [2,0,2], [1,1,1], [2,2,2], [2,0,2], [2,0,0], [2,2,0], [1,1,1], [2,0,0],
[0,0,0], [0,2,0], [2,2,0], [2,2,2], [0,2,2], [0,2,0]. Note that this route corresponds to
an Eulerian circuit with turning cost 12, which best possible since a lower bound
of 12 is given by the need for at least one turn of cost 1 at each corner vertex, and
at least 4 turns of cost 1 turns at the center vertex.
4. The Knotting Problem
One critical design consideration when working with circular scaffolding strands
(or possibly even linear strands) is that the scaffolding route should not give a
knotted configuration. A circular single strand of DNA corresponds to an unknot,
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(a) A Schlegel diagram of the cube in
Figure 1. The dotted lines are the body
diagonals incident with the central ver-
tex
(b) A partial linegraph for Figure 4a
(c) A minimum cost Hamiltonian cycle
solving the TSP in the line graph
(d) Eulerian circuit corresponding to
the Hamilton cycle in Figure 4c, giv-
ing an optimal route for the scaffolding
strand through Figure 1
Figure 4: Algorithm steps
and the unknot cannot be configured into a knotted state without first breaking
the strand. (Although notably it was demonstrated in [See92] that any knot can
be built from single stranded DNA.) Thus, a DNA origami construct cannot be
assembled from a circular strand of DNA if the scaffolding route forms a knot
unless the scaffold is first treated in a highly specific fashion by a Type I topoiso-
merase. Even with a linear strand of DNA as the scaffolding strand, a complexly
knotted route may negatively impact yield.
One of the significant features of [BMG+] is that by restricting to spherical
triangulations and A-trails, the resulting route is guaranteed not to be knotted.
A spherical triangulation is a cellular embedding of a graph, and so there is a
rotation system of the edges about each vertex, making it possible to determine
which pairs of edges at a vertex bound the same face. An A-trail is an Euler
circuit in which every turning at a vertex follows two edges that bound the same
face. On a sphere, an A-trail is never knotted.
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However, if the target construct is a mesh of a higher genus surface, even A-
trails may result in a knotted scaffolding route, as shown in the following two
examples of A-trail routings for the toroidal construct of Figure 5. Figure 5 shows
the graph C3 × C4, which gives a quadrangular mesh on the torus.
Both Figure 6a and Figure 6b show A-trail routings of the scaffolding strand,
but Figure 6a is unknotted, while Figure 6b is a (3, 4) torus knot. Figures 7a
and 7b demonstrate this. Figure 7a is ambient isotopic to Figure 6a, and since
the diagram in Figure 7a crosses a longitudinal circle only once, and a meridional
circle not all, it is not knotted (it is ambient isotopic to simply a circle about the
equator). Figure 7b is ambient isotopic to Figure 6b. However, by considering a
longitudinal circle and tracing the knot, we find that the diagram in Figure 7b
completes 4 meridional rotations. By choosing any meridional circle and tracing
the knot, we find that the it completes 3 longitudinal rotations. Hence, Figure 7b
is a (3, 4) torus knot, and consequently the original scaffolding route in Figure 6b
is knotted.
Figure 5: C3 × C4 on the torus
An algorithmic resolution to this problem is unlikely, since distinguishing knots
from the unknot has been a major focus of research in knot theory since its incep-
tion, yet there remains no standard, practical way of doing so in general [Ada94].
The typical strategy is to employ a function called a knot invariant defined on
knots that can distinguish certain types of knots. These functions tend to be dif-
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(a) An unknotted A-trail on the torus (b) A knotted A-trail on the torus
Figure 6: Two routes for C3 × C4 on the torus
 
(a) Diagram ambient isotopic to Figure
6a
   
(b) Diagram ambient isotopic to Figure
6b
Figure 7: Redrawings of knot diagrams in Figure 6
ficult to compute for general knots, and may be unable to distinguish some knots
from the unknot.
The general problem of algorithmically determining whether a knot is unknot-
ted (known as the unknotting problem) is known to be NP-hard [HLP99]. Methods
of distinguishing knots (for example, the Arf invariant, using colorings of knots
[Ada94], homology of knots [KM11], and knot polynomials [Ada94]) are hard to
compute for general knots. For example, the Jones polynomial, a well-known knot
invariant, is known to be in #P to compute [JVW90].
Fortunately, at the current scale of assembly, it is practical to examine the
scaffolding route by hand, either through a physical model or by rendering it in
software such as KnotPlot [kno] that has a relaxation subroutine that can serve
to untangle reasonably sized knots to the extent possible. However, one way or
another, such a check must be performed to assure a viable scaffolding strand
route for self-assembly of complex structures.
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5. Conclusion
The present and previous work suggest several interesting research directions.
Finding an optimal route for a scaffolding strand, i.e. a minimum cost Eulerian cir-
cuit, was shown in [EMMMP14] to be polynomial time for 4-regular plane graphs
if the circuit is restricted to following faces. This corresponds to finding A-trails
for 4-regular meshes on surfaces homeomorphic to a sphere. However, the problem
remains intractable even for graphs with maximum degree 8. Thus, it would be
useful to know other classes of graphs for which there are efficient algorithms for
finding optimal Eulerian circuits, particularly classes of graphs which encompass
likely target structures for DNA self-assembly.
There is a very closely related optimization question that has also not yet been
addressed to our knowledge, namely that of finding an optimal Eulerian circuit
when the input is not the costs of the individual pairings of edges at each vertex,
but the cost of each transition system at a vertex. A transition system at a vertex
is partition into pairs of all the edges incident with a vertex. Consider for example
a planar six regular graph (these arise as triangular surface meshes). Suppose the
transition systems in Figures 8a and 8b are optimal, but those in Figure 8c or
8d are prohibited. It is generally not possible to capture this information with
real-valued turning costs alone, so instead of assigning costs to pairs of adjacent
edges, assign a weight to each transition system at each vertex. Given this input,
then find a minimum cost Eulerian circuit. This model may more closely capture
the routing problem, but the input size is problematic, as there are many more
transition systems in a graph than there are pairs of edges, with the number of
transition systems growing exponentially with the degree of a vertex.
The issue of knotted scaffolding strands raises numerous questions. Given an
Eulerian mesh on an arbitrary surface, does an unknotted Eulerian circuit always
exist, and is there an efficient algorithm for finding one? Does the answer change
depending on whether or not the mesh is 4-regular? Does it change depending on
what turnings are allowed or disallowed?
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(a) An optimal transition system (b) An optimal transition system
(c) A prohibited transition system (d) A prohibited transition system
Figure 8: Possible preferences for a set of transition systems at a vertex of degree 6
The algorithms presented here treat the design of scaffold and reporter strands
within the context of DNA origami and DNA tile constructs specifically. These are
clearly designs that are geared to make various graph-theoretical constructs. Tra-
ditionally, M13 viral single-stranded form circular DNA molecules have been used
as scaffold strands, and the design features have been limited to the assignment
of staple strands. The work here introduces another possible feature into design:
The possibility of using knotted strands. As noted above, single-stranded DNA
molecules can produce any knot, catenane or Brunnian link [WMKS91, See09,
BSS15]. The complexity of DNA constructs would likely be vastly increased were
deliberately prepared knotted and linked scaffold strands prepared for use in DNA
origami and related structures.
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